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FOREWORD

Shifts in family composition, increased participation of women in
the labor force, and increased poverty Imare greatly affected millions
of American families2The report which followat prepared by the Con-
gressional Budget Office, and reprinted here m its entirety by the
Select Committee on Children, Youth; and Families, describes the
effect these same ,forces and anticipated population shifts will have
on very young children and very elderly adults. In particular, this
report projects the level of care these two groups will require in the
coming decades, and analyzes some ways the nation might respond.

The first section of this report documents the significant increases'
in the demand for care which will occur during this decade for young
children and those elderly, unable to completely care for themselves.
Dependent care services for children include after-school care for
students as well as day care for infanta and preschoolers. For physi-
callycally impaired elderly, dependent-care services would include chore

. and homemaker services,' home-delivered meals, and companionship
programs, perhaps. in conjunction, with home health services.

Sections 2 and-3 of the report include a range of policy .options de-
signed to meet the increased needs for care described in the first

.Ssection. For both the young and the elderly, policy alternatives in
chide direct expenditures for services. tax expenditures, or a mixture
of both; some would increase federal costs, while others would re-
direct the current level of. resources. The similarity of these options,
which currently exist in law, reflects the fact that the two populations,..
although at opposite ends of the lifespan, share several important
characteristics. Both are growing at faster rates thin the rate of
growth for the total population, both have a variety of unmet needs,
and bot4h are already involved in a multi-faceted system of service
programs, reimbursements to private caregivers, and tax incentives
for fam ly caregivers.

The olicy strategies described \would have similar effects on fami-
, lies pr viding care

re
for the two populations. Tax credits for child care

/cor eld r-ca service ould be of most benefit to middle and upper
incom families, th se with substantial tax liabilities. Low income&mil' would benefit more quickly and substantially from direct
publi expenditures for services.

Th it common position as members of families is the most impor-
tant ink between the young and the elderly. It is to their families
that ach first turns for nurturance and care. In that light, federal
lip rt for dependent-care services essentially represents support for

ead family's efforts to meet its members' needs. The absence of m-
ere d public support for such services, in view of accelerated de-
ma ds;, potentially undermines both the Coping capacities and -the

sto
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quality:46f life for many American families. This report documents
these potentially. ,disruptive forces and identifies various roles the goy-
ernment can play in supporting the efforts of families to meet the
'demands.

A summary analysis of the relevant trends set forth in the CBO
reportls presented below. Eicept where otherwise specifically noted,
all conclusions; and implications are drawn directly from, the CBO
teat.

CHILDREN
Demographic changes

Demand for, child care services will grow, fueled by a substantial
increase in the population of young children, especially tliose under
six years old. Thanks to the maturation of the "baby boom," the popu-

s lation Tinder six will rise by 3.3 million during this decade, from 19.6
million in 1980 to 22.9 million in 1990 (a 17-percent increase). In the
previous decade, according to census data not included in the report,
there was a 6.5-percent decline in the under six population.

However, the most important trend affecting the increase in demand
'for child care services is not population growth, but the anticipated

%increase in the propiirtion of children living with only one parent,
mutiny the mother. The,population of children under 10 from single-
parent households is expected to rise by 48 percent between 1980 and
1990, from 6 million to 8.9,million. This increase of roughly 3 million
children means that nearly 1 in 4 children under 10 will live in a single
parent riousehold at the end of this decade.
Mothers' work force participation.

The CBO report indicates that the trend toward increased labor
force participation by single mothers found during the 1970's is ex-
pected to continue through this decade. The percentage of single
mothers in the labor force with children under six was well over half
in 1980 (59 percent), and is projected to rise to 63 percent by 1990.

An even more dramatic increase in the percentage of working
Mothers with very young children is expected in households where the
father is present. The 1990's will be the first decade to begin with a'
majority of these mothers (55 percent) in the labor force. This repre-
sents a. percentage increase of over 80 percent in the 20 years since
1970, when fewer than one-third of all married mothers of children
under six worked,

To!-the extent that single mothers enter the labor force or seek job
training, the need for affordable child care will he accelerated. In-
creased need may bring an increased supply of quality child care at a
reasonable charge within the Marketplace. However, a recent report
from the Bureau of the Census,' published, after the BO report was
prepared, indicates that the current supply of affordable day care for
a significant number of mothers,is inadequate. The report estimates
that 26 percent of mothers of childrenAmder 6 not nogiv working (1.7
million women) would seek employment if affordable child care were
available.

According to that Censui Report, the apparent shortfall in the
supply of reasonably p.riced child-care is particularly acute for single

1 Martin O'Connell and Carolyn C. Rogers. "Child Cere Arrangement of working Mothers :
June 1982," Cnrrent POpulation.Reports, Series P-23 (Special Studies), November 1983.
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mothers and lw-incomd mothers. Forty-five percent of the 'single
mothers surveyed indicated an unmet need for child care prohibited
them from looking for work, and, 36 percent of mothers in familieS
with incomes under $15,000. indicated that they would seek employ-
ment if affordable care were available.

These recent findings, coupled with data from the CBO report,
suggest that future increases in demand for affordable child care with- .

out increases in support for these services, will further exacerbate the
already inadequate supply of reasonably priced child care.
Children in poverty

The number' of law=ipcome children 'is expected to increase, due
largely to the growing number of-`single- parent households which
typically suffer from a greater incidence of poverty. These low-income
families also have greater problems finding affordable child care. If
poverty rates declined to 1979 -(pre-recession) levels, the number of
Children under six in poverty would increase by 1 million during this
decade, from 3.9 million in 1980 to 4.9 million in 1990. This would
mean that 27 percent of the total increase in children under 6, and
over 50 percent of the increase in children under 6 from single-parent
households, will be poor.
Implications

The convergence of these economic and social forces will lead to
significantly increased demands for child-care.-If the federal role in
the provision of child-care services does not keep pace with the in.=
crease in deinand, both low and moderate incojne parents will be .
affected. Both might shift their children to More informal care, lower
the qmility aki.d quantity of supervision "in care, and in some instances,
leave children with no adult supervision. Although not all the implica-
tions are known, it is likely that such chilslren would suffer in terms
of their physical, emotional, and educational needs. .

THE ELDERLY
Demographic chaingee.

*High pre -World War I fertility and increases in life expectancy
since the turn of the century make people 65 and over, and especially.
the "old elderly," 80 and over, the fastest growing group within our
society. Between 1980 and 1990, the 80 and over population, those most
often in need of dependent care services, will rise from 5.2 million to
7.5 million. This 45 percent rate of growth is the higheptt prbjected
increase for any age cohort specified in the report.
Erconomic shifts

If the proportion of the 80 andover population who are poor-remains
at roughly 20 percent during the 1980's, the numbers of very elderly

or will increase by nearly 50percent, irom 1, million in 1980 to about
1 5 million in 1990. As the numbers of low-income very elderly grow,
so will the demand for a range of dependent care services.

Unmarried 'elderly. women are particularly, vulnerable to poverty,
primarily because of low social security and pension benefits. Yet a
widening gip in life expectancies between men and women and the fact
that men tend to marry younger women suggests that many of the old
elderly in 1990 will be single women.
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. Even among those elderly who are not poor, rising health care costs
will make payment for ,dependent-care services difficult. Next year
(1984) the average'annual out-of-pocket expenditure for tioninstitu-

',', tionalized health care for elderly individuals is expected to be over
$1,000, and more for those in poor health. These costs are separate from
opt' paid by Medicare, the major federal health insurance program for
the elderly. In fact; recent data not included in the report indicate

. average health care costs for elderly persons have now returned to the
/relative, level of 1965, before the enactment of Medicare.2"rhese data
further show that health expenditures for the elderly nQt covered by
Medicare now average almost 20 percent of their total annual income.
implications

Taken together, these population,shifts and economic pressures por-
tend a sharp increase in the demand for dependent-care q,ervices among
the growing elderly population. For those receiving no services, but
remaining at home, basic daily needs such as diet and personal hygiene
might suffer. In other instances, lack of, services might hasten in§titu-
,tionalizationlowering some aspects of their quality of life and, in
some cases, increasing costs to the federal government (primarily) for
nursing,, home care paid through Medicaid, the health insure Ce pro-

. ',gram for low=income

The publication of this report represents the continued effort of the
.Select .Committee on Children, Youth and Families to bring forth
timely and accurate information on the current conditions and trends
affecting U.S. children and their families, as wellas alternative policies
to address these conditions. We are grateful to the Human Resources
and Community Development Division of The Cbngressional Budget
Office for preparing the report at the 'req est of Congressman Barber
B. Conable, Jr., ranking minorityimember the House Committee on
Ways and Means. We would hlie to than Paul Cullinan, Daniel
Koretz, Martin Levine, .Marilyn M n, and Patricia Ruggles of the
CBO staff, as well as Deborah Philli who contributed extensively to
this project while she was-a post-doctora intern at the CBO.

It is our hope that this report will help focus discussion on some of
the critical issues facing families through the life-span, and will serve
as a foundation for intergeneAtional dialogue.

GEORGE MILLER,
Chairnia.

DAN MARRIOTT, ar'r
Ranking MMority Member.-

2 U.S. Senate. Special Committee on Aging, 19R3. Developments in Aging, 1982. Volume'l.'
Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office.
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SUMMARY

During this decd a combination of demographic, economic, and

social trends will increase the demand for dependent-care services for young

children (under age 10) and elderly persons with health problems or

functional limititiOns. This paper, analyzes the likely changes in demand,

examines their implications for federal policy, and discusses possible federal

responses.

N
Contributing to an overall increase in the demand for nonfamily

dependent-care services. (such as day care for children and homemaker

services for the dependent elderly) will be a rapid growth between 1980 and

1990 in the numbers of young children and elderly individuals--especially,

those over age 80. Continued growth in the labor-force participation of

women and in the proportion of young children living in single-parent

households is expected to exacerbate the impact of these population

changes, by leading, a greater proportion of families to seek care by

individuals or organizations outside the family. Moreover, the number of

young children and elderly persons Jiving in poverty will probably increase,

--perhaps substantially, over the decade. Finally, while changes in the supply

of dependent-care services are difficult to project, it is likely that in the

absence of federal intervention the supply of care accessible to lower-

income families will not keep pace with the increase in demand.

10



Taken together,. these trends suggest that a federal response could be

a major determinant of the access that many of the 'growing number of

young children and dependent elderly--especially those with low incomes- -

will have to nonfamily care. Altering the current federal programs that

support dependent-care services, to increase targeting or .efficiency while

maintaining present funding levels, could accommodate part, but not all, of

the increased demand. Expanding federal support could further reduce the

problem, but at the cost of increasing the deficit, raising taxes, or requiring

offsetting reductions in other federal programs.

FACTORS AFFECTING DEMAND FOR DEPENDENTCARE SERVICES

Four factors are likely to increase the demand for dependery-care

services during the 1980s:

o Shifts in the age structure of the population;

o A concomitant increase in the number of elderly with health
problems and functional limitations;

V
o Changes in family composition; and

o 'Trends in employment.

Duringthe 19804 the number of young children is expected to increase

by roughly 4.8 million, of whom almost 3.4 million will be under age six.

During the same period, the total elderly population is expected.to grow by

6.3 million, with the old-elderly population accounting for roughly 2.3

million of that increase. One consequence of the growth and aging of the

elderly population is likely to be a rise in the number of elderly with health

problems and functional limitations.

11
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Changes in household .conipositiOn expected. during the. remainder of
. "

the decade are likely to increase the demand for dependent7eare services `

still further. In the case of young' children, most important is the.

expectation that the propotrtion living in single-parent (usually, mOther4.1nly)I.

households will continue to rise--albeit at, a ilo,wer rate ,than; during the

1970s-resulting in roughly 3 million more childrtn under age 10. living,in
.;

single-parent families in 1990 than' in 1980: Moreover, about' half of,this
J .0

increase will be children..Under. age six. Among the elderly, the most

important trend in household composition will be the increased propPrtionof, \individuals (mostly women) living alone,or ith' someone other than .a.

spouse- -that the aging of the elderly populati n will. likely bring.,.;

A continued increase in the labor-force participation of women is also
i ...

likely to have a substantial impabt on the demand for non -family dependent

care. Continuation of current trends would result in a sizable increase in

the number of young-thildren reared by two employed parents or by, an

employed only parent. The number of children under age six living in such

households could increase by about 3.4. million between 1920 and1/990, while'

the number living with two parents, only one of whom is in the labor force,

could actually decline. by nearly 1 million (See Surnrnary.Table 1).. Continued

1growth i the labor-force participation of womenparticularly married

women -- right also reduce the availability of family Members to care for

dependent elderly persons. On the other hand, the extent to which nevky

employed women would otherwise be caring for elderly relatives i;uncleai.
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SUMMARY TABLE I. NUMBER AND PEIKENT OF CHILDREN UNDER
AGE SIX, BY NUMBER OF PARENTS IN THE

% HOUSEHOLD AND LABOR-FORCE STATUS OF
MOTHER, 1980 AND PROJECTIONS FOR 1990
(Children In thousands):

1980 -1990
Change

Number Percen)

Children with Two Parents,
Mother Not in Labor Force 8,435 7,594 -841 -10

Children with Mother Only,
Not in Labor Force 1;219 1,-609 - 390 32

Children with Two Paren. ts,
Mother in Labor Force 6,930' '9,394 -2,464 36

Children with Mother Only,
in Labor Force 1,777 2,786 1,009 57

Otherl/ 1,268._..2 1,6142- 346 27
.

Total Children 19,629 22,997 3,368 17

SOURCE: Text Tables 2 and 3.

a. This category includes children living with their fathers only, as well as
. those riving with neither parent.

FACTORS BEARING ON FEDERAL SUPPORT
IOR DEPENDENT-CARE SERVICES c

Per\haps the most significant factor bearing on a federal response to

the likely increase in demand for dependent-care services is that the number

of young children and dependent elderly persons living in poverty will

probably increase between 1980 and 1990, perhaps by a large amount.
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The

0
number of young children living in poverty will be determinkd by

the overall growth in the population of young children, the increasing

proportion of young children living in mother-only households, and general

economic conditions. The proportion of children in "female-headed

households living in poverty is consistently high and varies relatively little

with economic cycles: roughly half of all children under 18 in such.

'households, and between 61 and 66 percent of children under 6, fell below

the poverty line in each year from 1971 through 1981. On the other hand,

the poverty rate among young children in male-headed households has shown

more .sensitivity to economic conditions. Accordingly, the growth in the

population of young Children, coupled with the shift of the population of

young children toward single-parent households, can be expected to increase

the number o young children in poverty; improvement in the economy will

tend to decrease it, primarily by lowering the poverty rate among male-

headed households.

Barring a stronger economic recovery than anticipated, however, the

combined effect of these three factors is likely to be appreciably more

young children in poverty. For example, if the poverty rates for both male-

and female-headed households in 1990 equalled their 1979 (pre-ecession)

levels, the number of children under age six living in poverty could increase

by about 1 million between 1980 and 1990 (see Summary Table 2).

14
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SUMMARIPFlag 2. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CHILDREN UNDER AGE SIX IN
POVERTY IN 19110 AND PROTECTIONS FOR 1990 BY AGE AND
HOUSEHOLD TYPE, ASSUMING 1990 POVERTY RATES EQUAL
TO THOSE IN 1979 (Children In thousands; rates in percents)

1980 1990a 1980 to 1990
Additional

Poor as
Number Percent Number Percent. otal Additional Percent of

in in in in Ad tional Children in Total
Poverty, Poverty Poverty Poverty Chi ren Poverty Additional

All House-
holds 3,950 20 4,918 21 3,533 968 27

Female-
Headed 1,953 65 2,711 62 1,399 758 54

Male-
Headed 1,997 12 2,207 12 2,05 210 10

1.;

J

SOURCE: Current Population Survey, Series P-60 publications and unpublished
tabulationi; and Tables 1 and 2 of this report.

a. 1990 poverty rates for each household type (male- and female-headed) equal to
corresponding 1979 rates, to reflect the most recent pre-recession period.
Overall poverty rate in 1990 does not equal 1979 rate because of the increasing
proportion of children in female-headed households..

;

15



An increase -- perhaps sizablein the number of elderly persons in

poverty is also a clear possibility,. Although the poverty rate among the

elderly is lower today than in 1970, much of the decline occurred early in

the 1970s, and the rate increased again in both 1979 and 1980. Whether the

rate will stay constant, decline again, or increase further is unknown, but

unless it declines rapidly the growth in the elderly population will lead to an

increase in the number of elderly persons in poverty. For example, unless

the poverty rate among the elderly declines by at least one-fifth by 1990 (to

4 rate of 12.3 percent), more elderly persons will be living in poverty in 1990

than in 1981. Moreover, factors that now contribute to the high poverty

rate among the elderly--such as the large number of unmarried elderly

womenwill continue to affect the elderly population throughout the

decade.

K,
Likely trends in the private supply of services and in support by state

and local governments also bear on the importance of a possible federal

response to the increased demand for dependent-care services. While future

supply is hard to predict, it may not fully keep pace with demand in the

absence of federal intervention._ In that case, average prices would rise, and

families whose incomes did not keep up might shift to lower-quality care..
Support by subnational governments is also unlikely to keep pace with

demand, given the fiscal problems of many state and local governments and

the uneven concentration of dependency-prdne populations in some

jurisdictions.

4a.
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ISSUES AND OPTIONS CONCERNING ,A FEDERAL RESPONSE

Several questions arise in considering any potential federal response to

the increasing demand for dependent -care services. One is whether to

increase federal support of those services. If the Congress decided to

provide additional support, it could choose between direct-expenditure and

tax-expenditure approaches to dependent care; each approach has

advantages and disadvantages. Finally,,there would be a variety of specific

options for structuring any new services.

Issues

Although a portion of the increased demand for services might be

accommodated by altering present federal programs to m)ce them more

efficient or more carefully targeted on those in greatest need, changes of

this sort would probably be insufficient to keep pace with the increase in

demand. On the other hand, possible increases in the level of federal

support would have to be appraised in the light of current fiscal stringency.

Apy increase in federal support would mean an increase in the deficit unless

increases in taxes or reductions In other federal programs were made.

If federal support for dependent-care services did not keep pace with

the anticipated increase in demand, however, some low-, and moderate-

Income families would be likely to purchase lower-quality or fewer services.

In the case of child care, this could entail a shift to more informal care, to

lower-quality and less supervision, and, in some, instances, to leaving

children unsupervised. Although the implications of such changes are not

fully known, it is likely that the physical, emotional, and educational-needs

17
28-767 0 - 83 - 3
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of. the children would be met less well. For dependent elderly persons

remaining at home but receiving no services, aspects of care such as hygiene

and diet could stefer. A, lack of services could also hasten their

institutictalizationaffecting eir quality of life and, in some cases,

imposing costs on federal and state overnments through Medicaid.

If the Congress, decided to increase ederal support of dependent-care

ervices, it could do so through tax expenditures, direct experitures, or

me qombination of both. Targeting benefits on low-income,families is

ely to be more practical with direct-expenditure programs' than with tax

penditures because of The nature of the tax system. Only about 7 percent

of the 4.6 million families making use of the current dependent-care tax

cr dit had incomes below $10,000 in 1981. Making the credit reft.indable

wo d increase the usefulness of the credit to some low-income families, but

the long delay before reimbursement would make even a refundable credit

use ss for some. Moreover, experience with the earned income tax credit

(El ) indicates that an advance-payment provision does little to alleviate

this 'roblem.

On the other hand, tax expenditures have the advantage of offering

recip ents greater flexibility in choosing the type a care they prefer, with

the tential of lessening the Influence of the government in those choices.

Th1y lso can be an effective means of directing aid to misldle- and lower-

middl -income families. Moreover, tax expenditures might in some

instan es encourage relatives to contribute to care rather than turn to

publi y supported services.

ti



Options for Structuring New Services

If additional support was provided through either tax expenditures or

dire-ct expenditures, the Congress would face a number of difficult decisions

about how to structure that aid to maximize its effectiveness'.
fo

a
1

.Child. Care. One central decision in providing support for child care

would be that of targeting by income. Given likely funding limitations and

the rapid growth. in the number of young poor children, the extent of

targeting by income would be a critical determinant of the proportion of

such children receiving supported services. A second' decision stems from

the fact that this decade will see increases in the demand for a varie-A, df

types of care, ranging from infant care to.after-school care; the Congress

could either specify the, types of care to be supported or leave * such

decisions to an executive agency or 'to. subnatiortal governments. Finally,

the impact of a federal initiative would hinge in pait on its ability to focus

some funds on lower-cost forms of care and to stimulate private. ,
alternatives.

One possible response would be to alter current programs, to increase

their cost-effectiveness or their' degt'ee of targeting.' For eicamPle, the

Human Servlcis Block Grant' (HSBG)which provides funds to states to
finance a broad range of social servicescould be altered to reestablish a

day-care setaside, channel funds into lower-cost forms of day care, require

targeting of services on low-income farnilies;or prescribe diversifidation of

services to include after-school care or Infant' care. Total'suppOrt could be

I
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expanded through increased funding of current programs, such as Head Start

or the HSBG program, or through new programs, such as a dependent-care

voucher system. Finally, lax incentives or loans could be used to encourage

employment-based day care, and the exclusionf fringe benefits frcim

taxation could be altered to encourage more flexible work hours, thereby

lessening dependence on non-fainily care. 1

Dependent Care for the Elderly. In the case of the elderly, a central

issue would be the fact that the dependent elderly are difficult,to identify

and our current definitions of dependency are unreliable. Accordingly, a key

decision on a federal initiative would be how to limit support to those truly

dependent. In addition, to use funds most efficiently, a federal initiative

would have to be designed to avoid incentives for the elderly in order to

alter their living arrangements to substitute public care for 'care by

relatives. Finally, since the needs of persons living alone, those living near

relatives, and those sharing a household with relatives are different, a

federal initiative would need to edliody considerable flexibility to serve all

groiops effectively.

Specifio options for the elderly could include either direct

expenditures ar tax expenditures. Increasing direct expenditures could

provide a comprehensive program to help- moderately disabled elderly

remain in their homes, although such an option would be costly. To reduce

such costs, eligibility could be limited to those with the most severe

disabilities or to those with low incomes (for example, through the Medicaid.

,40
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program), or beneficiaries could be required to share in the costs. To

further limit the cost of any new program of dependent care, direct

provisidn of services could be financed by reducing other health or social

service programs. Such a refocusing might be difficult, however, since

much of the social services now provided to-the elderly represent some form

of dependent care. Finally, tax expenditures could be used to provide

incentives for relatives to care for their dependent elderly. While such

benefits would' allow fOr great flexibility, they often would not aid those

with low -incomes and might only introduce a public subsidy for care that

would have been provided anyway.
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INTRODUCTION

During the 1980s, demo raphic, economic, and social trends will affect

the demand for social services. This analysis focuses on two areas of social

'Itstrtyices which are particularly likely to be subject to increasing demand:

day-care services for young children (under age gen), and dependent-care

services for elderly persons with health problems or function?' limitations.,

Day-care services for your% children include after-school care for

elementary school students as well as day care for infants'and preschoolers

by individuals outside of the child's nuclear family. Dependent-care services

for physically impaired elderly persons would include - -but would not be

limited to--chore and homemaker services, home-delivered meals, and

companionship Some of these services could involve coordination

with home health-care services as well.

Meeting the increased' demand for these services could pose difficult

decisions for the Congress, since much of the increased demand will occur in

groups that frequently rely on federally supported services at presehtsuch,

as very young children in poverty. Some, but not all, of the increase in

demand might be met at current funding levels by increasing the efficiency

or targeting of current federal support. For the rest, if growth in the

deficit is to be avoided, higher expenditures would need to be offset

elsewhere in the budgetthrough redUctions in direct-expenditure programs,

reductions in tax expenditures, or increases in tax rates.

22 a
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.The remainder of this paper is divided into three parts. The first part

discusses factors that underlie likely increases in demand. The second part

of the paper discusses implications of these changes in demand, and the

third examines some options for an altered federal role.

1`4
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PART 1. FACTORS AFFECTING DEMAND FOR
DEPENDENT-CARE SERVICES

Overall demand for dependent-care services will increase in the 1980s

because of a variety of demographic, economic, and social factors. Other

faCtors-...suith as poverty rateswill determine how much of the new

demand is channelled toward federally supported services rather thant-the

private market. This part examines each set of factors separately.

jFACTORS AFFECTING OVERALL DEIcAND

Four concurrent trends wiltaffecl the future demand for dependent-

care services:

o Changes in.the age structure of the population;

. o A concomitant increase in the nungber of elderly with health prob-
Iris and functional limitations; I

o Changes in family composition; and

o Trends in employment.

Changes in.the Age Structure of the Population

During the 1980s, the nation's population will grow by 10 percent and

its age structure will shift markedly, resulting in the simultaneous growth of

two of the age groups most frequently in need of some form of dependent

care: young children and the elderly (see Table 1). In both cases, the most
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TABLE 1. AGE STRUCTURE OF THE POPULATION IN 1910
PROJECTIONS FOR 1990

AND

Age

Population '1" Percent, Change
(thousands) Distribution 1980 to 1990

1980 1990 1980 1990 Number Percent

o

All Ages 226,505 249,731 100 100 23,226 10

I -
5 years and

under 19,629 22,997 3,368 17

13,414 14,802 6 6 1,388 10
.6-9

10-14 18,241 16,776 8 7- -1,465 -8

15 -18 16,712 13,176 7 5 -3,536 -21

19-24 25,762 22,348 11 9 -3,414 -13

25-29 19,518 21,503 9 9 1,985 10

30-39 31,521 42,007 14 17 10,486 33

40-49 22,757 31,814 10 .13 9,057 40

50-59 23,323 21,869 10, 9 -1,454 -6.

60-64 10,086 10,639 5 4 553 5

65-69 8,781 10,006 4 4 1,225 14

70-74 6,797' 8,048 3 3 1,251 18

75-79 .4,193 6,224 2 2 ' 1,431 30

80 years
and over 5-074 7,521. 2 3 2,347 .45

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, unpyblished projections.

rrNOTE: Figures may not be comparable across columns, because bf
rounding.

28-767 0 -483 - 4
25
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rapid growth is expected to be among subgroups' requiring the most

dependent care: very young children (age 5 and `under) and the. "old elderly"

(80 'years old and over).1/ The number of old elderly is expected to increase

by 45 percent, or about 2.4 million, over the decade. In proportiOnal terms,

the growth of the -population of very y ung children is expected to be

smaller--about 17 percent. 'Dist because th s group was "much larger than

the old-elderly group in 1980, the numerical increase will be much, larger --

riellly 3.4 million ._21

The projections shown in Table 1 are based on the Census. Bureau's
middle-level series, which assumes an average lifetime birthrate of 1.9
births per woman of childbearing age (15 -44) and an average life

expectancy at birth of 79.6 years in 2050. The projections also assume
a net immigration rate of 450,000 per year., The latter is an arguable
assumption, given the lack of information on illegal immigration, but
using alternative Census projections.with radically different immigra-
tion estimates wouldknot alter the basic conclusions presented here.

The projected growth in thE.population of very young children is less
certain. than the Anticipated growth of the .old-elderly population.
Unless there are marked shifts in mortality trends, the growth in the
old-elderly population is largely dependent on the known number of
people aged 70 and above in 4980. Growth in the population of young
children, however,. depends in part on more speculative estimates of
fertility -rates. The growth in the number of children projected here
reflects growth in the number .of women of child-bearing age as the
"baby boom" cohort ages, as well as an anticipated' modest increase in
the total fertility'rate, from 1,827 lifetime births per 1,000 women in
1980 to 1,942 lifetime births per 1,000 women in 1990. Should this
assumption about trends in fertility prove substantially wrong--which
is possible, given the historical, instability of birth rates;-the number
of Very young children in 1990 could be quite different than projected
here.
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The Child Population. During this decade, the population of children

'Under age 10. is 'projected' to increase by.'14 percent-'-a notable deParture

from the 1970s, when the number of young children declined by 11 percent..

The number Ofvery yOung children (age .,5 and inderf is growing particularly

rapidly and. Will, probably' account for More than two-thirds of this increase.

In contrast,' the 10- 'to ,t8 -year age group 13 likely to decline by about 14

percent,, Following 1990, however, as the en born during the 1980s

Mature, the:population under . age 6 is ,exp to shrink again and the';

growth in the early elementary school age group (ages 6 through 9) will

Probably slacken, while the 10- to 18,year age group is expected to expand.

The Elderly. ,Population. The number 'of: persons age 65 and over will
:, . '

continue tdincrease during the 1980s, although at d slightly slOWer rate than

'during the decade rust ended. Moreover,ehe average age of the elderly wikli

increase; over a third of the total growth in-the elderly populatici; will be

the result of the rapid 'increase in the number of old-elderly persons.

Overall, the elderly, population is expected AO rise from 25.5 million in 1980

to 31.8 millions by the end of the decade, or, from 11.3 percent 'to 12.7

percent of the total population. Those age 80 or more comprised 20 percent

of the elderly popUlation and ?' percent of ,the total' population ih 1980; in

199dthey doinPrise '24, Percent' Of the elderly populatioh and 3 percent

of 'the total population*.



Increasing Incidence of Functional Limitations Among the Elderly

Estimates of the current proportion of noninstitutionalized elderly

with physical limitations vary from about 18 to 43 percent of the population

age 65 and over, reflecting in part the difficulty of defining disability. If

the definition is inability to perform usual activities or limitation on the

amount or kind of activitities possible, about 43 percent of the

noninstitutionalized elderly are disabled. More stringent definitions based

on inability to conduct major activities such as work or keeping hotise

suggest that the proportion requiring help is closer to one-fifth--or 4.8

million persons, This group contains over 2 million bedfast or homebound

persons who are as functionally. impaired as those in institutions 4'

As the old-elderly population grows, the incidence of debilitating

health problems and fuhctional limitations is likely to increase. For

example, while about 5 percent of the elderly are in institutions at any one

lime, this proportion risesspeadily with age. Among those 85 and older,

roughly 20,percent are institutionalized S' Among the noninstitutionalized

elderly, the proportion with physical limitations also rises steadily with age.

3. Health Care Financing Administration, "Long Term Care Background
and Future Directions," January 1982.

4. Ethel Shanas, "The Family as a Social Support System in Old Age," The
Gerontologist (1979),'pp. 169-74.

5. Institute of Medicine, A Policy Statement: The Elderly and Functional
Dependency, National Academy of Sciences (lune 1977).

28
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.

On the other hand, it is potSible that a typical 80-year-old In the year 1990

will be healthier than novi. rExpansions in life expectancy may actually

decrease the periods of dependency, if onset of chronic illnesses is also

postponed.

Changes in Household Composition

Changes in thek:omposition of families of young children and the old

elderly will influence the demand for dependent-care services, because they

will determine the availabil* of other family members to provide care.

Changes Affecting Young Children. The most important trend affect-

ing the demand for child-care services is the expectation that the proportion

of young children living in single-parent (in most cases, mother-only)

households will continue to rise, albeit at a slower rate than during the

1970s. This itScrease, coupled with the growing number .of children under

age 10, could result in an increase of roughly 3 million children under 10 in

single-parent families between 1980 and 1990.§1 Contributing to this

anticipated growth will be continued high rates of divorce and separation

among couples with children, and growth in the number of births to unwed
,

mothers-1f To the extent that the new single parents are employed

6. J Projections of the number and proportion of children living in various
types of households are necessarily highly uncertain. See Appendix A
_for a description of the projection method used to obtain the 1990
estimates used here.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, National Center for
Health Statistics, Advance Report, vol. 30, no. 9 (August 29, 1981).
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(discussed in more detail below), this portends a rapid increase in the

demand for daytime care for children under 6 and after-school care for

children 6 through 9.

In recent years, the proportion of children living in single-parent fami-

lies has been somewhat greater, and has been growing more rapidly, in the

6-through-9 age group than in the under-6 age group. Because the udder -6

group as a whole is larger, however, children in single-parent families are

actually more numerous in the younger age group (see Table 2). By 1990,

the number of children under 6 in single-parent families may reach 4.8

million (21 percent), while the number of children 6 through 9 in such

families may reach 4.1 million (28 percent). (The number of children under

10 living with neither parent is also rising, particularly in the under-6 age

group. Apart from those living in institutions, however, little is known

about the household circumstances of this group of children.)§j

The extent to which this growing pool of single-parent families turns

to organizatiops or to individuals outside of the family for child-care ser-

vices will depend to some degree on the presence or absence of teenaged

8. The March 1982 Current Population Survey (CPS), which uses a revised
set of 'questions to ascertain relationships within households, revealed
that a sizable number of children who previously were thought to be
living with neither parent are in fact living with one parent, usually
the mother, who is neither the household head nor the spouse of the
head. (That is, the child and mother are a "subfamily" within the
household.) This could occur, for example, when an unmarried mother
and her child live with the mother's parents. Since the numbers used
here are all based on the old CPS questions, some portion of the

. children in the "other" category most likely should be classified in the
"one parent present," usually "mother only" category.

30
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TABLE 2. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLDS OF
DIFFERENT TYPES, IN 1970 AND 1980 AND PROJECTED FOR
1990, BY AGE GROUP (Numbers In thousands)

Family 1970 1980 1990a,
Type Actual Percent Actual Percent Projected Percent

All Children Through Age 9

Both Parents Present
Orie Parent Present

Mother only
Father only

Other
Total

Children Under 6

32,127
3,958
3,704

254
1,046

87
11'

10
1

3
He

25,786
5,975
5,614

361-
1,273

78
18
17

1

4
BO

27,276
8,860
8,358

502
11_663
37.799

- 72
23
22

1

4
lab37,131, 33,035

Both Parents Present 18,212 87 15,365 79 16,988 74
One Parent Present 2,116 10 3,209 16 4,766 21

Mother only 1,998 10 2,996 15 4,395 19
Father only 118. 1 213 1 372 2

Other 669 3 890 5 242 5
Total 26317 T66 19,63 166

_4_1
22,997

Children 6 Through 9

Both Parents Present 13,915 86 10,421 77 10,308 70
One Parent Present 1,842 11 2,766 20 4,103 28

Mother only 1,706 11 2,618 19 3,939 27
Father only 136 1 148 1 164 1 ,

Other 377 2 383 3 391 3
Total TC,Tg TO 137571" TM t14 802 TM

NOTE: Components may not sum to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: 1970 and 1980 figures are from unpublished Census tabulations
based on the decennial censuses. 1990 projections are adapted
from estimates of the proportion of children under 18 in each
type of household in Paul C. Glick, "Children of Divorce In
Demographic Perspective," Journal of Social Issues, vol. 35, no. 4
(1979), pp. 170-82.

a. The- proTections for 1990 are subject to a considerable margin of error.
See Appendix A for an explanation of this point and a description of
the projection method.
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siblings. Teenagers, while generally unable to provide full-time care for

very, young children, could in many cases, provide after-school care for

children in the 6-through-9 age group. It is likely, however, that a declining

proportion of young children will have teenaged siblings during the rest of

the decade, since a greater proportion df young children in 1990 should be

first or second children. This is reflected in the nation's projected age

distribution in 1990, shown in Table 1: the population age 10 through '18 is

expected to shrink by nearly 5 million between 1980 andl'990.

trends Affecting the Elderly. As a result purely ,demographic

changes;-the growth of the elderly population I likely be accompanied by

-an increase in the.: number and proportiOn o elderly individuals living either

alone or with someone other than a.spouse. ost of those living without d

:
.

spouse, particularly am Lg the old elderly, will be women.

-
This anticipated growth in the proportion of the elderly living without

a spouse results from the increasing average age of the elderly population,

the sizable and growing difference in life expectancy between men and

women, and the ifact that husbands are generally olderthan their wives. In

1980, 65-year-old men had a life expectincy of 14 years, while women of

the same age had a life expectancy of 18 years. By 1990, life expectancy at

age 65 is projected to increase to 15 years for men and to 20 years for

women. This widening difference in life expectancy, coupled with the

increasing average age of the elderly, will produce a growing imbalance

T
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between the numbers of elderly men and elderly women, particularly in the

over-80 population. Moreover, the age difference between husbands and

wives will further exacerbate that imbalance:

Lack of a spouse need not lead elderly individuals to depend on

organizations or individuals outside of the family for care. For example,

about 13 percent of noninstitutionalized older persons.currently live with

other r.elatives, usually adult children. This type of living arrangement

becomes more common as individuals age, with roughly one-fourth of those

age 80 and older living with nonspouse relatives, as compared throne -ninth

of those age 65 to 79. Children outside the household may also help care for

their older parents--about 55 percent of the elderly now have children who

nye less than half an hour away by car.

Contradictory changes make it-difficult to predict what proportion of

the elderly can expect aid from children in the future. In the 1980s, persons

between 65 and 80 will, on average, have more adult childien than in the

past, because the baby boom generation v<ill be reaching middle age.. On the

other hand, persons who survive beyond the age of 80 may outlive their

children. And, when the childrenr themselves are elderly, they may lack

financial resources or have physical problems that limit the amount of

assistance they can provide..

Trends in Employment

Recent trends in labor "force participation, should they continue, would

have a substantial impact on the demand for child-care services. They

28-767 0 83 - 5 33
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might also have an effect on demand fOr dependent-care for the elderly, but

that relationship Is less clear.

Maternal EmploymN. If present trends continue, the number of

young children reared by two employed parents or by a single employed

parent, rather" than by two parents only one of whom works outside the

home, will increase during the 1980s. This increase will reflect the com-

bined effects of three trends: the growth in the population of young

children; the increasing proportion of young. children living in single-parent

households; and the increasing rate of labor force participation of women

with children 4!. Projections of labor-force participation, however, are

dependent such factors as gvth in overall employment and on the

availability of child care.

Labor force participation grew rapidly ng the 1970s among

mothers with children below the age of six, and this gr h is projected to

continue -- albeit at a slower rate -- during the 1980s (see Table The labor

force participation rate is stbstantially higher among mothers h no

husband present, but it has been growing more rapidly among mothers wi

husbands present. By 1990, well over half of aft mothers of children under

age six are projected to.be in the labor force--55 percent of those with

husbands present, and 63 percent of those with no husband in the household.

9. Mothers rearing children alone are both more likely to be In the labor
force and more likely to be employed full-time than are married
mothers who live with their husbands, but employment rates for the
latter group have also increased markedly since 1970.
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TABLE 3. RATES OF LABOR FORCE' PARTICIPATION OF MOTHERS,
BY AGE OF YOUNGEST CHILD AND HOUSEHOLD TYPE:
1970, 1980, AND
percentages)

PROJECTIONS_ FOR 1990 (Rates in

. Actual Projected
1970 1980 1990

Households With Children
Under Age 6

Married Mothers,
Husband Present 30.3 , 45.1 55.3

Other Ever-Married
Mother/ 50.7 59.3 63.4

Households With. Children, Age 6
Through 17 (none younOr)

Married Mothers,
Husband Present 49.2 61.7 70.1

Other Ever-Married
Mothers! 67.3' 74.2 73.8

LURCES: Rates for 1970 are from gureau of Labor Statistics, Marital
and Family Characteristics of Workers, March 1970, Special
Labor Force Report 130, 1971, Table F. Rates for 1980 are
fronl Bureau of Labor Statistics, News, 81-522, November 15,
1982Table 2. Projections for 1990 are from Ralph Smith,
"The Movement of Women into the. Labor Force," in Ralph
Smith, ed., The Subtle Revolution (The Urban Institute, 1979).

a. Numbers exclude never-married women with children. Data on such
women has been available only since 1976, and projections of their
labor force participation in 1990 are unavailable. The limited data
available, however, indicate that the labor force participation rate of
never-married mothers is currently similar to that of married mothers
with husbands present. Moreover, 'the data suggest that their labor
force participation may be growing slowly. In 1976, about 42 percent
of never-married women with children were, in the labor force; this
had grown to 44,percent in 1980 and to 45 percent in 1982. In 1976,
about 54 percent of never-married women with children age 6-17 were
in the labor force; this had grown to 68 percent in 1980 but had fallen
to 64 percent in '1982. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),°,Marital and
Family Characteristics of the Labor Ford in March 1976, Special
Labor Force Report 206, Table.2; BLS, News, 81-522, November 15,
1981, Table 2; and BLS, Division of Employment and Unemployment
Analysis, unpublished tabulations of the employment' status of women
in March-1981 and March 1982.
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Aniong mothers with children between 6 and 17 (but none younger),

labor force participation is higher yet...t2/ Again, labor force participation

is higher among mothers with no husband present but is growing more

rapidly among those with husbands in the household (see Table 3). In 1990,

nearly three-fourths of mothers of children age 6 through 17 are expected

to be in the labor force--70 percent of those with husbands in the household,

and 74 percent of those with no husband present./

Such an increase in the labor force participation of mothers, coupled

with the growth in the population of children under 6, would sharply increase

the number of very young children with both parents - -or, in the case of one-

parent households, the only parent--in the labor force. The number of

children under age 6 with both parents in the household, but with a mother

in the labor force would increase by nearly .5 million- -a 36 percent rise

between 1980 and 1990 (see Table 4). The namber of very young children in

mother-only households with tnothers.in the labor force would increase by 1

million, or 57 percent.

Employment of Potential Caretakers of the Dependent Elderly. The

continuing.increase in the labor force participation of womenparticularly

married. womenmight also reduce the availability ,of family .members to'

10. 'The 6-through-9age group discussed earlier is not separated here frOrn
the entire 6-through-17 age group because of a lack of relevant data.

11. Note that these projections asspme no further growth in the labor-
force participation rate of mothers with children aged, 6 through 17
and with no husband present. Never-married women with .children are .
excladed from this table. See footnote 'a' to Table 3.
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TABLE K. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CHILDREN UNDER AGE 6, BY
NUMBER OF PARENTS IN THE HOUSEHOLD AND LABOR-
FORCE STATUS OF MOTHER,
1990 (Nunibers in thousands).

'0

1980 AND PROJECTIONS FOR

1980 1990
Change

Number Percent

Children with Two Parents,
Mother Not in Labor Force

-.
8,435 . 7,594 -841 -10

Children with Mother Only,
Not, in Labor Force 1,219 1 t 609 390 32

Children with Two Parents,
Mother in Labor Force 6,930 9,394 2,464 ?6

Children with Mother Only,
In Labor.Force 1,777 2,786. 1,009 57

Pth4ral 1,268 1,614 346 27'

TOtal Children 19,629 , 22,997 3,368' 17

SOURCE: Tables 2 and 3.

a. This category includes' children living with their: fathers only as well as
those living with neither parent. .

care, for dependent elderly individuals. Increases in the prciportion of

fathilies with two earners results in less time for ativitiei such as providing
.

help to relatives. Moreover, because the role of caring for relatives _has

traditionally, been played by.' women, increases in, their ''labor force

participation are particularly iMpottant. On the other hand, the children of,

dependent old-elderly individuals are in some instances old enough

themselves to be out of the labor force.
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FACTORS BEARING ON FEDERAL SUPPORT
FOR DEPENDENT-CARE SERVICES

The relevance of increased demand for dependent-care services to'

federal support of those services (through both direct expenditures and tax

provisions) will depend on a variety of factors, including:
'0

o The economic circumstances of young children and the dependent
elderly;

o The extent to which depipdent individuals are concentrated In cer-
tain jurisdiction and

o Changes in the supply of relevant services, in the absence of fur-
ther federal intervention.

The Economic Circumstances of Young Children
and the Dependent Elderly

Changes in the economic circumstances of young children and the

dependent elderly will be a critical determinant of the :Importance of

federal support for dependent-care services.

a. The Economic 'Circumstances of Young Children. The,number of

yo children living in poverty has increasecl in recent years and is likely to

w further bY01.990. Moreover, the number of young children in single-

amilies living in poverty is especially likely to increase.

Projections of the 'poverty rate among children hinge on. two fac

the number of children living in single- parent (generally, mother-o

households; and the condition of the economy. The poverm rate among

Children, in, single-parent femiliel has been quite stableover the past decade,

r-
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with only relatively small flUctuations accompanying economic upturns and

downturns. Between 50. and 53 percent of children under .18 in female-:

headed households, and between 61 and 66 percent of children under 6 in

such households, hived in poverty in each year from 1971 through 1981. In

cbntrali, the poverty, rate among children in male- headed households varied.

substantially with the condition of the economy, increasing in the recession

years of 1971, 1975, 1980, and especially 1981.

11Accordingly, oiger the rest of this decade, two confrary trends will

affect the incidence of poverty among young children. The continued

increase in the proportioni of children living in mother-only homes;C.4641;:1,

with the growing total .tsyginIkkg young children, will act to increase the-,

number of young children liViniiirri:overty. OCthe other hand, improvement. 4

in the economy may reduce the proportion (but' not necessarily the number)

of young children in poverty, primarily by lowering the poverty rate in male-

;headed households.

Among children under six, the combined effect of these trends is likely

to be a sizable increase in .fie number in Obvertyand perhtps a smaller

increase in the proportion Jiving in povertyr-unless improvement in the

economy is substantially more rapid then is now anticipated. For example,

if the poverty rate among children under six in eachousehold type in 1990

y.as equal to the corresponding 1979

ouldren under six living in poverty

betwgen 1980 and 1990 (see TaUle 5).

(pre-recession) rate, the number of

would increase ,l ,dearly 1 million

Twenty-seven percent of the total
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TABLE S. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF tim.bitEN UNDER AGE 6 IN P ERTY IN
1980 AND PROJECTIONS FOR 1990 BY AGE AND HOUSEHOLD TYPE,
UNDER ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT POVERTY RATES
(Numbers In thousands; rates. in percents) '

4.

_1980

Number Percent
in in

overty Poverty

All Houie-
hOlds 3,950

1990 '1980 to 1990
Additional

Poor as
Number Percent Total Additickial percent of

in in AdditiOnal Childiefi in -Tbtoli.
Poverty Poverty Children Poverty. AdAttonal

1990 Poverty Rates Equal to 1979 Rateslt

20. .4,918 2Y. 3,5 968 27

Female
beaded, . '1 '953 65 2;711 62, 1,399 758

Male- . 1 . '-'
'headed .4097 12 2,207 12 2,135

1990 Poverty Rates Equal to IPA ftsiesti)
. .. , . .. ; :
All House- ' 1 -a

20 5,885 25, 3,533 . '4,535 ,.;3,R50

Female "r
headed.' 1,953

Male,
headed 1,997

210

- .
65 2,896 '66 1,399 '943. .

12 2,989 16 2,135 992

10
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SOURCE: Current Population survey, Series) P-60 publications and unpuhilstieci. ,
tabulations; and Tables 1 and 2 of this report.

.

a. 1990 poverty rates for each household type (male- and female-headed) equal, to.-
corresponding 1979 rates, to reflect the most recent prerecession period..., Overall
poverty rate in 4990 does not equal` 1979 rate because of the increasing,proportIon- I
of children in female-headed households.

. b. "1990 poverty rates for each household type (male- and female-headed) equal to
.corresponding 1981 rates, reflecting some of 4he Impact of the currentrecesslone:
(The peak rate in this recessi9n is likely to be higher than the 1981 raterSee
footnote 12.) Overall poverty rate in 1990. does not equal 1981 rate b'eause Of
the increasing proportion of children in female-headed households.

t_.,

.:

..
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growth in.,the under -six populatiOn would be accounted for by the Increased.
.

umbeiOf COY inprig children in*poverty. (More than Waif of the additional

aiery yOung children living io female-headed households, but only 10 percent

of the':growth in male-headed households,' would be.,poor). In this case, the

overall poverty rate. among children under six would increase slightly over

the decade, front 20 'to 21 'pei-cent. (Even though the poverty rate would

deerease in each hoesehold type, the increase in the proportion of children

living in single-parent households-Would more than offset that decrease3E/

.fh.Contrast, if poverty rates among children under age six'in different

types' .of households in f199b equalled the-corresponding rates in 1981, the
. . .

In the 'number of very young children living in poverty would be
1

near.ly twice as great..U/ The number of children under age. 6 living In

poverty'yould increase by .nearly .2 million from 1980, to .1990 and would

account for 55 percent of the total, growth in the under -six population (see

Table1). Fully two-thirds of the number of additional very young childreh

in feMale-headed households would be pOor, and the overall poverty rate

among children under age six would climb from 20 percent to 25 percent.

^

12. The decline in the poverty rate in male-healfeid Iripetiolds dries not
appear in Table 5 because of rounding.., .

13. This would most likely constitute a modest improvement from the
peak poverty rates of tha`niost recent recession, since poverty rates
among young children areliitely to be significantly higher in 1982 than
in 1981. Reductions enacted since 1988. in Ylitl benefits under Aid to
Families With Dependent .children were not effective for the most
part until October 1981 or later. Those .benef it reductions accordingly
had little impact on the poverty rate among young children in 1981,
but can be expect& to have an appreciable effect on the 1982 rata..

0
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The househOld incorois of young children above the poverty line are

also relevant to the federal role in supporting child...dare For

example, the household incomes of young children with two: working ents
a

vary greatly, and the Congress might choose to target its support .on the

subset of those families with modest combined incomes. Unfortunately,

however, projections of the household incomes of non-poor families with ,
children in 1990 are unavailable.

.The Economic Circumstanct of',theXti.d Elderly. Although the
,

poveity rate among\ the elderly hai:deciined.sUbitIntially since 1970, much

of the progress was made early in.:Ithe decade. Indeed, the poverty rates

among the elderly increased. in both 1979 and 1980 before again falling.

slightly in 1981. In 1981, 15.31 percent of the elderlyabout 3.9 million

personshad incomes below the poverty threshold$5,494 for an elderly
k

couple, and $4,359 fox:An-elderly individual (see Table 6). Whether these

poverty rates will reitiain constant, begin to decline again, or increpe
+v.+.

further is unknown, but even if the rate declined Oy.,one-fifth (to a rat of

12.3 percent for all persons 65 and over) .by 1490; the absolute number of

elderly persons living below the poverty line would be no lower than in 1981.

Although some sources of income will increase in real terms, such as

newly ;awarded Social Security benefits, the..nurrtber of poor aniong the

elderly population may well increase as the share of women,, the very old,

and persons living alone rises. These groups currently exhibit the highest

incidence of poverty, and persons with two or more of these. characterittics

42
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are particularly likely to be poor (see Table 6). For example,: almost two-,-,

thirds of all elderly black women who lived alone. In 1980° were in
. .

poverty--four times the rate for all elderly peraons. This figure is only

,
slightly lower than the corresponding figure of 68.1 percent in 1974. More-

.

. over, ev2 if the proportion of poor individuals in each category declines,

increases in the number of older, single, nonwhite women among the elderly

will probablystranslateintso continued high absolute numbers of poor. If the

Proportion of the age-80-and-above population that is poor remained rela-

tively stable at about 20 percent, there would be/about 1.5 miltion.poor,in,

that age group alone compared to 1 million now.

.
TABLE 6. SELECTED POVERTY RATES WITHIN THE ELDERLY POPU-

LATION, 1981

Individual Characteristics
Percent

in Poverty

Number of
Persons

(thousands)

.,.

Person Age 80 and Over.

Black Person I
21.1

36.5
ii

987

890

Person Living Alone 29.4 2,268

Female .
18.7 2,785

Female age 80 and over 25.0 777

Black female , 43.5 547

Black female living alone 62.9 342

All Elderly Persons 15.3 3,853

SOURCE: Current Population Survey.
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Factors that currently contribute to the large numbers of aged poor

will continue to affect' the elderly throughout his decade. .,Unmarried

elderly women have low incomes primarily as a result of their histories of

low labor force participation and high concentration in low-paying jobs,

characteristis that will be shared by women reaching retirement age in t e

1980s. These factors lead to limited retirement coverag and low benefits

from Social Security and private pensions. Moreover, a large portion of

poor elderly women are widows, many of whom experience dramatic income

losses :won the death of their husbands. Widow's often live alone, thus

facing hig er per tying expenses than those in larger family 4roups.

The old elderly exhibit a high incidence of povprty primarily because

they are less likely to have incomes augmented by earnings and because the

non-Social Security portions of their incomes are rarely indexed for rising

prices. Moreover, measures of poverty understate the precarious financial

position of the old elderly, since health expenses often consume a sub-

stantial share of their ncornes and, over time, deplete their resources.

In recent years, rising health care costs have meant that an increasing

share of resources of the elderly mast be devoted to. such expenditures

'despite almost universal enrollinent in Medicare. The average expenditure

by elderly individuals for noninstitutional health care is expected to be over

$1,000 in 1984, and this amount will be higher' for those in poor health.

Elderly couples with incomes below $10,000 therefore often devote more

than one-fifth of their incomes to hea1th expenditures.

O
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The demographic groups among the elderly most likely to be poor and

to have large health-care costs are often also those with a greater likelihood

of seeking home-based services. For example, the very old are likely to be

frail, and those living alone cannot depend. on a spouse or other relative in

,the- household to provide-care

Geographic Concentration of Dependent Individuals

Immigration and internal migration may lead to a continued or

increased. concentration of dependent indiviiduals. in certain states and in

certain types of communities. Moreover, in some cases, these concentra-

tions may occur in jurisdictions that would find it difficult to fund services

for those individuals.

Immigration Trends. In recent years, immigration has had a sizable

impact on both the size and the characteristics of the national population.

Alternative Census pOojections put estimated net immigrationthat is, gross

immigration, less temporary immigration and less out-migration of perma-

nent residentsat between 4501000 and 750,000 per, year over the decade of

the 1980s, or between 19 and 29 percent of total population growth. These

recent immigrants tend to be younger than the population as a whole

accordingly, many have yoUng childrenand they tend to have lower

incomes than native-born Americans.

In recent years, immigrants. have tended to concentrate in a small

number of states and, in some cases, in specific jurisdictions within those
4

states. For example, of the 4.5 million permanent aliens in 1980, over 70
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percent resided in six states -- California, New Yor , Texas, Florida, Illinois,

and New Jerseywhich contain less than 40 pert t of the total national

population.

lInternal-Migration."everal-aspects of iritecrial-migratIon-might-also

lead to increased concentrations of either dependent young chijdren or

dependent old-elderly individuals in certain jurisdictions.
0

--ConcentratiOnof:dependent young children. If the pattern of recent

years continues, the decade of the 1980s will see only modest changes in the

distribution of poor children under age six between central cities, non-

central parts of metropoiltan areas, and nonmetropolitan areas. Between

1971 and 1981, for example, the proportion of very young poor children

living in nonmetropolitan are4s;, declined somewhft (from about 40 to 36.

percent), while the proportion living in metropolitan areas increased

correspondingly (from AO. to 64 `percent). Most of this shift reflected an

Increase in theliraportiorr.oU very young poor children living in non-central
:"1 ,

parts ot..Meteoleolitan areas. (from 23 to 16 percent), rather than in central

i; ,

ti

For some purposes, however, it is less'important to know where the

largest number of very young poor children Live than to know where the

pove ty rate among very young children is highest - -that is, where those in

povert onstitute the greateitshare of the total population of very young

children. For example, communities, in which the poverty *ate is highest
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may be hardest pressed to provide services to poor children, because of the

larger proportion of children n ng Services and the correspondingly higher

proportion of families contributing little to local revenues because of their

low incomes.

Between 1971 and 1981,.the poverty rate among children under Age 6

grew more rapidly in metropolitan areas than elsewhere in' the nation. In

central cities, the poverty rate increased from 21 to 30 percent, while in

non-central parts of metropolitan areas, it rose, slightly fastell but from a

lower initial level-.increasAg from 10 percent in 1971 to 15'percent in

1981. In contrast, the poverty rate in nonmetropolitan areas increased at a

slower rate--rising from 22 to 24 percent--during the same period.

--Concentration of the elderly. Recent Migration patterni show that

while the elderly are only about a fourth as likely to move as the non-

elderly, they too have been relocating to the Sun Belt and the sub.dtbs.

Thus, states such as Florida, Arii.ona, and New Mexico hive ellierienCed`

substantial growth in their elderly populationsa/though of tWese states,

only Florida has a concentration of the elderly much above, the national

average. On thI\other hand, since the elderly are less likely to move, they

are also concentrated In areas that substantial numbers of young families

o
have left, such as the farm states of the Midwest 'and the old industrial

slates of the Northeast. In addition to this interstate migration, there has

also been a slight increase in the proportion of the elderly living outside of

central cities.
r
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Changes in the Supply of Dependent-Care Services

Changes in the supply of various types of dependent-care services, in

the absence of further federal intervention, will affect both the accessi-

bility and the price of thOse services. If demand increases to a greater

degree than any change'in supply, the price of private care can be expected

to rise. Families will adjust to higher prices in different ways. Those whose

incomes increased even more would effectively have the same or more

options as now, while those whose incomes rose more slowly might shift to

cared/ Changes in the supply of dependent-care services are

difficult to project, however.

Both child care and home-based-care are labor-intensive industries

drawing heavily on low-paid workersusually women. Changes in the supply

of such workers,will' therefore be the most important factor for determining

changes in the supply.,of ,services.

Factors that would be expected to shift thgi supply upward are the

expanding female labor force, and the increasing population of elderly
.p

women for_whom employment as caretakers may be an appealing option.

For child care, some young mothers may also be able to combine remaining

at home with employmeAt as informal day-care suppliers. On the other
.. .1

Wind, if other job opportunities'hecake increVigly avail itp women;,

#1 some women would be expedtk#,;, 4o::move. out of imargiriatem .ecit,as

14. State and local goveininent support 'Unlikely to artiOilte to
increased supply of dependent-care services, Iinc0 many s te a
local governments are facing severe fiscal constraints:."-';,,

48



dependent-care providers, particularly to the extent that alternative jobs

'bald higher wages. Declining overall unemployment rates could be one
,

factor leading to such an increase in alternative job opportunities for women

and to a corresponding decline in the supply of workers in the area of

dependent care. If home-based social services were marketed in

combination with home health services, more skilled--and better

compensated--workers might be employed. Such a movement might make

employiinent in care for the elderly more attractive, thereby enticing mor

job applicants, but also increasing the cast of services.

I

Uricektainty in Projecting Reliance on Federally Supported Services-

!Several factors bearing on fgderal support for non-family dependent-

care services are difficult to p ict.

Unexpected changes in fertility rates, fveixAmple, could substantially

alter the projected number of young childr Oe proportion in various

income brackets. In addition, patterns of family compositionsuch as the

divorce rate among parents of young childrencould differ from those

projected. Similatly, unanticipated changes in mortality rates could' alter

the projected number of dependent elderly individuals. Unanticipated

medical. advances could decrease' the proportion of old elderly individuals

with fupctional limitations; conversely, if access to medical services was

sharply curtailed, the number Hof elderly with functional limitations might

increase.

4
28-767 0 - 83 -,6
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Economic circumstances that are difficult to forecast could also

affect the future importance of federal support for dependent-care services.

For example, little is knbwn about the future income distribution of young

children or the elderly, apart from projections of the proportion living 4n

poverty. Moreover, changes in the unemployment rate, in the type of

workers, most often unemployed, in the regional distribution of unemploy-

ment and income (for example, through continued declines in "smokestack'

industries in the Northeast and Midwest), and in the relative wages of male

and female workers could all affect the extent to which families will seek

federally and other publicly supported services.



PART II. ISSUES IN DETERMINING THE FEDERAL Rpl

In considering any potentiatfeleral response to the changing economic

---
and demographic circumstances of children and the elderly, a number of

overall issues arise. After a brief description of current federal programs, 1;";;;.

this section discusses three set.S:6i4issues:

a o. Whether to change the federal role;

o Tradeoffs between direct-expenditure and tax-expenditure
approaches to dependent care; and

o Alternatives for structuring new services.

THE EXISTING FEDERAL ROLE

Federal support for dependent care and .other social services is

currently provided through a variety of means, including both direct

expenditures and tax expenditures. These services are provided for children,

the elderly, and other groups such as the mentally andphysically disabled.

The largest direct social-service expenditure program is the Human

Services Block Grant (HSBG)--formerly Title XX of the Social Security Act.

The HSBG piogram provides funds to states to finance assistance fbr child

care, foster care, housekeeping, social activities, transportation, and other

social services. The combination of services delivered is at the discretion of

the states. In addition, the Head Start program offers educational, medical,

nutritional, and social services to preschool children, primarily servith those

from lovi-income families. For the elderly, the Older Americans Act serves

as ,an important source of homerdellifered and congregate meals and other



social services,.and the Medicare 'and Medicaidlrograms cover soine' home-

health services that may have social-service components. 'Social services ,

are also funded through a variety of mostly smaller direct-expenditure,

programs.

Tberdependent care tax credit provides a tax credit equal.to a specific

portion of emplayment-related dependent-care expenses1!. FOr,purpotes;Of :

the credit, eligible expenses are those pfor the .care of dependent

children under the age' of 15 and of other dependents if physically or

mentally incapacitated. Expenses eligible for the credit cannot exceed
-44 ,

$2,4130 for one dependent or $4;8664or two or More dependent& The credit

''sliVrtended to provide greater assistance to families with low or mederaie

incomes the credit equals 30 percent of eligible expenses for families with

adjusted gross incomes (AGIs) of $10,000.or less, 'declines to 20 percent as
. ,

AGI rises to $28;060, and remains at 20 percent at higherincorneSt:

The federal government also subsidizes social services indirectly

thrciugh means-tested income transfer programs--most importantly, thyaugh

the allowance for day-care expenses in the Aid,to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC) program: .Under this provision, AF9C,,..,Secipients with

earnings are permitted to deduct child-care expenses up to $160 per month
-tr

'per ciiiicl'from their gross earnings for purposes of determining their benefit

amount. This deduction lessens the reduction in benefits that. the 13eciplents'

, 1. The restriction of the credit to "employment-relateda-expenses limits
it to single employed taxpayers and married employed, taxpayers with
an employed spouse. ,
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earnings -would Otheri.Vise:cauietibut providing a partial subsidy of day-care

expenses:' tbetOtal subsidy of d;i:daee 'provided through this meChiniim,

however, i's-*Substantially smaller than that provided by the depend,ent.care

tax credit or by the larger direct-expenditure programs.

DECIDING WHETHER TO CHANGE THE FEDERAL ROLE

Increased public support for dependent-care services may be sought if

high poverty rates the, `growing populations of young children and

dependent elderly individuals continue, particularly' if:prices for privately'

provided ,dependent care increar. Such support could,in theory be provided

by subnational governments,'but:many jurisdictions will face difficult fiical

'ccindidEMSaod disproportionate Concentration's of dependents individuals:

, .

This potential increase in demand for federally f0i,idedsOCial services

.arises in a period 'of considerable budget stringency, hOWever. Financing

increase in the federal ,role would .require .eitber, inciehes' in taxes,

reductions in other federal programs, or higher federal defiats. (ThiS

analysis has thus far focused on sources of increased 'deMands for social

services; similarly, an analySis of possible revenue increases or :program.

reductions could focus on identifying direct expenditures or tax expenditures :"

that serve groups that are shrinking in size or whose inflation-adjusted

incomes are rising. Such a;cIIicutsiOn is, however, beyond the scope of this

paper.)



/
On the Other hand, if the federal role in the provision of dependent...,

care services /did not keep pace with the 'increase in demandr the result

wotild.likely be constimption of fewer or lower-quality services by those with

low and Moderate incomes. In the case ,of..child-care services, changes

46

might include a ;hilt to more informal care, lower quality and quantity of

supervision in care; . and in some instances, leaving children with . no

supervision. Although not all the implications-are -known, it is likely that

such children WOuld .suffer 'in ,,terins of their physical, emotionil, and

educational. needs. For the dependent elderly, also, the issues center on

their quality of life'. For thoSe receiving no services, but remaining at

home; daily needs such as diet and per'sonal hygiene might suffer: In ether

^ eAinstances, tack of services might hasten, institutionalization nz-lowering some

aspects of their quality of lifean.d, in some cases3.,inctiesing° costs to ,the

federal government through Medicaid.

CHOOSING BETWEEN DIRECT EXPENCSITURES,ANIITAX
EXPENDITURES FOR DEPENDENT CARE

,

Should the Congresschoose totincrease-or redirect aid, irmuit decide

whether to direct it through spending programs or through the tax system.

. Several tradeoffs would arise in choosing betWeerk direct expenditurei and
I,

tax expenditures, including:

o The*-exteql to which, they can be used to target benefits to lovi
income groups; and . .

0 Flexibility in the type of services they can support.

In essence; tlirect programs are better able to assist those with low incomes,

whereas tax eN>enditures can subsidize a broader range of services and
,minimize the extent of governMent intervention.;
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'Targeting benefiti* toward low-income 'faitilles Is likely to be more

practicat with direct expenditures than with .44 expenditures, largely
..t

because of the structure of the personal income tax. According to the Most

roceneestimates, only about 7 percent of the 4.6 million families using the

dependent-care tax credithad incomes below -$1.0,000 in 1981, for example,

and less than '6 percent of the estimated $1.3 billion in tax credits went to
..

these families. The major reason is that the dependent-care tax credit is

% liability-.,and' mostrfamilies

income tax.

not refundable--that is, it cannot exceed the amount of

income. below $10,000 pay little or no

p

9.

.

Although triorik)ow-income families would benefit 'tinder a refundable
--

credit, many still would not. Because most low-income families do no pay

taxes, they are not easily reached through the tax system. This has been the

with

the family's tax

.

experience of the one refundable tax credit that now exists--the earned

income tax credit, (EITC) for working parents with" dependent children.

Many do not know about the credit, do ifOt ,understand how to use it, or are

reluctant to deal with the Internal ReVenue Service. The forms needed to

uethe credit can be confusing, and peojile:WhO would not otherwise-6ve to

file a tax returm(since they owe no tax and are due no refund) must do so to

obtain the credit. A further possible problem in using the income tax

system to assist low-income families is that a family does not receive the

credit until tax returns arefiIbd at the end of the year, creating a consider-

able hardship in some caseyi theory', an- advance-payment provision might

r.Ameliorate this problem, but in practice such a change would likely have
F

5-5
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0

4

1.11

little effect. The EITC does have a provisiONfor advance payments fron.

employ'ers, for example, but very fev&BITC recipients about 0.4, cent k
use this feature. . a

Rh
e

.
4 , 00 ta .

. .
In contrast, direct - expenditure programs Aan be defigned to Serve '

onlyor primarilylow:Income.families, particularl it pct`` targeting es, - .
.

. * s r 4 4'*mandated at the federau level. in praCtice, 14/6/ever, direst-expenditire
-notprograms need not beitargeted; for example& recent changes in the statute .

fa' . -

removed tederal ,targeting requirement, from the Human Services Block
... .;

... Grant, providhaistates ihejeptOxypof directing services t8ward middle= and

r 4

uppir-income individuals as *II.
4.

Tax eXpenSitures have the advantage of flexibility. Tax credits or

deductions may be used to subsidize a broad range of privately purchased.

care, while direct provision increases the role of government and limits

individual choice. Moreover, favorable tax treatment may encourage
i.

relhtives to contribute to the care of the dependent elderly, relying on

publicly provided services.

.

STRUCTURING FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR DEPENDENT CARE
s0

If additional federal efforts are undertaken to provide dependent-care

assistanceeither through existing or new direct-expenditure prbeams br

through various tax expenditures - -the Congress will face a number of
.?

difficult decisionis about how to structure that aid to maximize its

effectiveness.

411,

4
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Child Care. lit providing support for child care, one central Issue is

the extent to which aid would be targeted by income. Given likely funding

limitations and the rapid growth in the number of very young children in

poor hotiseholds, the extent of income-based targeting_ would be a critical

factor in determining the proportion of very-low-income children receiving
,

supported services. A second issue is how to provide the wide variety Of

types of care that`will be in increased demand over the rest of the decade,

ranging from highly labor-intensiveand correspondingly expensive--infant

care to after-school care for elementary-school students. The Congress

riliht decide to 5harirel a certain proportith of any funding provided into
*

eacb.of these types of care, or it might leave that decision to an executive

agency, to states, or,Ap localities. Third,- and perhaps most critical, since

any increase in federal binding for child-care services" is unlikely to keep

pace with the expected. rapid increase in demand described above, a fqderal

initiative would have a greater impact the more it was able to focus some

funds ob.lower-cost forms of care and to stimulate private alternatives.

Dependent Care for the Elderly. The issues that arise because of the

rapid increase in the dependent elder population are quite different.

Unlike very young children, the dependent elderly cannot be identified on
.

the basis of any simple criterion such as age.. Moreover," the current

definiticos of dependency and need for care among the elderly' are somewhat

unreliable, because they are generally based on self-reported information.

'Accordingly, a federal initiative would need to specify how support would be

limited to those who were truly dependent in order to avoid a .rapid

I
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escalation of costs(in an entitlement program) or a misallocation of limited

funds (in an appropriated program). Moreover, a sizable proportion of the

old elderly live alone, while Others maintain their own households near

another relative and stillothers live with relatives or other individuals. The

needs of Sese three groups are different. Finally, federal support of

dependent-care services for them might inadvertently create undesired

incentives for the elderly to alter their living arrangements to substitute

publicly funded care for care by relatives.

58
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PART IQ. OPTIONS

In light of the demographic and economic trends outlined in this

analysis, the Congress may wish to consider options for the provision of

social services to young children and the moderately-disabled elderly.

Options for each of these two groups are discussed separately in this ,*.

section. 1

Td

CHILD-CARE OPTIONS

,Numerous options are available to the Congress should it decide to

alter the federal role in supporting dependent-care services, for young

children, including: ,

o Improving the cost-effectiveness of existing progrirns;

o Targeting available resources more narrowly on those populations
least able to purchase care themselves;

o Expanding federal support;

o Encouraging employer participation in the provision of child care;
and

o Encouraging employment changes that might lessen dependence on
nonfamily care.

Improving Cost-Effectiveness

In a time of fiscal stringency, federal expenditures could be kept at

the same level but directed in a more efficient fashion. For example, the

Human Services Block Grant (HSBG) could be modified to direct these funds
9

toward less expensive forms of care than the center-based arrangements
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that predominated under Title XX and 'presumably still predominate. This

could be accomplished by requiring state agencies to distribute more of
their HSBG child-care slots to fainily day-care homes and less to

institutional care)/ Because government reimbursement rates to day-care

homes are approximately 75 percent of the rates paid to centers, more

children might be served with'a given level of funding if a greater share4af.

HSBG funding was directed, toward non-center arrangements.2/

apprOach would also provide the same range of child-care choices.: to.:.

families who rely on direct subsidies as are now available to those receiving

indirect subsidio through the dependent-care tax credit.

Shifting the types of hild care purchased by the HSBG program could,

however, increase state a ministrative costs, thereby possibly offsetting to

some degree the increase in child-care slots that such a shift would be4

intended to produce. Family day-care homes tend to be less visible and less

organized than day-care centers, so greater state initiative could be

1. In 1981, 74 percent of the children who received Hp15G child care were
in child-care centers, which tend to be among, the most expensive ofexisting options. For example, in Alabama, the maximum daily ratefor children placed in child-care centers .receiving HSBG funds was
$11.00, whereas the rate for -family day-care homes was $4.00. U.S.

_Department of Health and . HuMan Services, Report to Congress:
Summary Report of the Assessment of Current 'State practices in
Title XX Funded Day Care Programs (October 1981),

practices
A,Table 4.

2. Report to Congress: Summary Report of the Assessment of Current
State Practices in Title XX Funded Day Care Programs.
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. required to provide these forms of care to HSBG families. Similarly,

monitoring of family day-care establishments, to insure that stat, safety

and quality standards were met, could prove difficult and costly. Moreover,

program chatiges that would entail increased federal control over the use of

funds would be a reversal of the recent trend toward ieduced federal

direction in the provision of social services.

A further step in the same direction would be to use HSBG funds to

provide low-income parents with child-care vouchers redeemable .at both

day-care centers and some family day-care establishments. A voucher

system could be set up in a variety of different ways, depending on the

, Congress's intent. For example, families could be charged an income-
.

.relited fee for their vouchers, so that the lowest-income families paid

nothing ,while other families paid a price that increased with income.

Reimbursement differentials. fix . different types of care could also be.

established, with lower reimbursement' limits for lower-cost forms of care;

this would recover for the state some of ifie,=saving's accruing froth

choosing lower-cost settings, making itpossible to offer vouchers to a larger

number of families. A voucher system, however; like direct funding, of

family day care under the HSBG program,711fluld increase the difficulty of

insuring,compliance- with safety and qi.tality standards. In addition,'a flew

administrative mechanism would be required. for dispensing the vouchers

themselves and collecting fees.



Increasing Targeting on Those Most in Need

Another response to the current fiscal stringency would be to target

available child-care assistance more narrowly on those groups that are leist

capable of purchasing care in the private market. Both the HSBG program

and the dependent-care tax credit could be restructured to achieve this

goal.

HSBG. Eligibility critetta for the HSBG program could be imposed to

plade a relatively stringent income ceiling on participation in child-care

programs - -50 percent of each state's median income, for example,c This

change, however, would curtail state discretion over the use of these

funds--an approach that runs counter to the directioP%of recent policy

'change. It would also exacerbate child-care probleMs for relatively low -

income families:-.with incomes only modestly above the new cut-off, by

liminating them 'froth child-care' programs in those states that

eiently set a higher eligibility ceiling 3I

The fie 'pendent-Care .Tax 'Credit. The subsidies provided through ,,the

7*...aretax Credit also be targeted more toward lower-incOme

arrglei;Witboutlhcrealing the total federal revenue loss.

available concerning how state's have structuredrji child-care programs following the creation of the block
'grant
.

and re.cehf.re'dtictior'i# n'IOnding. Anecdotal 'evidence, however,
4,sOgges1Vthat lome states, haveVesponded by reducing the maximum
,::i063rhe eeiteriOn' for eligibillfifor:HSBG services, thus increasing the

exteilt 4 tikr tI



One alternative would be to make the sliding scale incorporated into

the credit steeper than it is currently. At_present, families with adjustedr
gross incomes (AGIs) below $10,000 can receive a credit of 30 percent of

eligible dependent-care expenses; this percentage declines as income

increases, with familes that have AGIs of $28,000 or more receiving a credit

equal to 20 percent of eligible expenses. The propvtion of eligible expenSes

-if%
returned '$s a .credit 'could be increased for families with relatively, tow

incomes, andjhat increase could be offset by lowering the percentage for

families with higher incomes or by eliminating the credit altogether for

families above a specified income--perhaps, for example, an AGI of

$50,000.

The targeting of the credit on those most in need could be increased

further by making the credit refundable and by incorporating an advatice

payment provision. -While these changes would help some families of modest

means, however, past experience-4s noted above--suggests that many

families with very low incomes would not avail themselves of such a benefit.

Expanding Federal Support

Expansion of federal support of child care could entail increases in

direct expenditures, tax eXpenditures, or both. While federal support could
.

be increased through the creation of a new program--for example, the

voucher system noted above -- another possibility would be expansion of one

or. more of the three largest current federal programs: the Human Services
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Block Grant (HSBG), Head Start, and the dependent-care tax credit. Any

expansion, however, would require higher taxes or greater deficits unless

offsetting reductions were made elsewhere in the budget.

)HSBG. Expansion of HSBG child-care funding would be straight-

forward In some respetts, since' the state agencies that operate the program

have substantial experience with day-care,programs and since the program.

(at least in its former, Title XX form) focused on the provison of such ser-

vices to the population of low-income very young children that is currently
.b.

growing rapidly.

'A number of difficult issues would arise, however, if funding'

was increased. Because of the Reconciliation Act of 1981, 4lS6G no longer

includes .a set-aside, for k,day-care services; unless such ,a set,atide was

established, funneling 'bfadditional funding into chilthcare services cotkid

not be guaranteedAl Similarly, the 1981 act removed the:twotargeting

provisloni of then-Title XX: a fairlrgenerous income ceiling for eligibility

i',set-aside for public-assistance recipients. The absence' of sich

sons could the Congress's ability to channel additional child-care

`funds to the growing population of very. yOung, children in poverty.

Targeting requirements or set-asides could be re-established, however.

4. Anecdotal evidence suggests that child-care services have borne a
disproportionately large share of recent HSBG funding cuts.
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If historical precedent was followed, additional child-care funding .

under HSBG might be directed primarily into center-based care for pie-

school children--those aged 3 to 5--unless provisons were added to the law

to, encourage additional diversification of child-care services. Channeling

all funding into preschool center care would' leave unaddressed the growing
.

needs for infant and after-school care. The Congress could address these

needs by requiring that a specified proportion of- additional funds be

channeled into .infant care, after - school care for elementary:pschool

children, or bath. If collaqoratiye 'arrangements with local education

agencies were fostered,' encouraging "af.ter-sehobl care could be , cost-
,

effective alternative, in thalfsocialjserwice agencies could reduce. overhead

*- by raaliing-ase of school facilities undetused in the after-school hours..

Head Start. Expansion of Head Start might be easily implemented,

given that Head Start programs are already well established in a large num-

ber of communit,ies. Expansion of Head Start would also have the advantage

of targeting the additional funds toward the rapidly growing population of
.-,

low-income children. Unless the program was fundamentally restructured,

however, the additional services would, be limited to 3- to 5-year-old

children.

If Head Start funding was increased, the Congress could choose

between expanding the n'umber of eligible children receiving the current mix

of services or providing longer hours of care to the number of children now
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served. In ailbillron, if longer hours, were established, they could be`poo4ided

'ther current drireducedjevels of service intensity. The effeCts of these

'Vet--for example,,theit' impact on the employment of mothers, cost -
d served', or quality of Care:-are unclear, however.

8

. .

dent-Care Tax Credit. Unlike current 'direct expenditures for

re, tax expenditures- -that is, V the revenue oss--under the

peadent:7ca ax er;dit will autofilatialfi increase if the growing number

eUiblc Ifr' les Make use of. it.

;D.

If the Congress decided to increase tax expenditures under this credit.

beyond the increase that will likely occur in the absence of policy changes,

one option would be to increase the maximum expenditures eligible for the
credit in the case of infant care--perhaps care during the firsvyear or 18

months of Ilfe-because infant care of a given level of quality is substan-e
tially frriore, expensive than comparable care for toddlers. Currently, the

,,maximum expenditure eligible for the credit if only one child's care is

considered is $2,400 per year -- roughly $9.60 per work-day over 50 five-day

work weeks. To purchase farnily day care at a child-to-caretaker ratio that

many. parents and child-development experts would consider adequate .for an '

' infant would cost considerably more than this. For example, the cost of one .,

caretaker caring full-time'for two infants would generally be at least $4,100

per year per infant; if three infants shared one caretaker, the cost would-7,

,Agenerally be at least $2,750 per childS Accordingly, increasing the

maximum expense eligible for the credit could improve the access of

moderate-mdome farnilies to infant care.of that quality.

6.6



Encouraging Greater Employer InvolVement in the Provision of Child Care

Business tax incentives are the prinCipal vehicle throiigh which

federal government could encourage emploarr,43,Ortittp#tion in the provision

.7.__of-child-rare; ilthOugh new loan programs could alto be adopted. It

iinportent to note, however, that recent surveys indicate that only a small

share of employers would- be likely to become involved in .providing child-

care for theft employees, even if current incentives were expanded, unless

almost all of their increased costs were reimbursed through reduced tax

liabilities 6i

In lieu of the present practice-of deducting child-care)contributions'as

business expenses; a tax credit could be designed that would alloW employers

to claim a specified percentage of incurred child-tare expenditures against

their tax liability. Such a tax credit would have to be substantial, however,

to provide a greater benefit than is 'already'available to firms througq h "the .

deductibility of child-care costs, and would thereby increase the associated

revenue loss. Unlike some state tax provisions, the credit would need to be

available for partial as well as full subsidies of employees' child-care
.

expenses, since partial subsidies are the norm in employer-sponsored

arrangements. In addition, a broad definition of allowable expenditures that

a-1

5. Assuming 5 days per week, 9' hours per day (to include one hour of
commuting time for the working parent), 50 paid weeks per year, com-
pensation at the minimum wage, and employer payment" of the
employer's share of payroll taxes.

6. U.S. Department of Labor, Woinen's Bureau, Child Care Centers
Sponsored by Employers' and Labor Unions in the United States (1980)
and Child Care Information Service, Survey of Employer-Sponsored
Child Care Prografins (1981).
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ireclUCled, for example,. expenditures

and4K contracts made with third parties to provide 'child-care servjces for,

employees, would offer employers flexibility in designing programs of child

for Ini6ilination and referral 'services

care support tailored to the particular needi of their employees.

As an alternative to tax incentives, a low-interest 'loan program could

be established that would serve both nonprofit and profit-making organiza-

St'(!ns. Loans ould be made availableto assist with the start-up costs of

establishing a childrcare program fbr 'employees, suchas those associated

with t onstructing or renovating d child-care facility, purchasing equipment,

obtaining technical assistance, and paying initial operating expenses. This

approach would likely be ,partiCularly appealing for small businesses that
.

might otherwise not have the cash available to establish a child -care

program. It would; however, add'tO total federal credit activity--a matter

of growing concern--in addition to requiring direCt federal expenditures for 1,

the0interest-rate subsidy.

These approaches would 'result in either:greater, revenue loSses or
0

increased direCt federal expenditures. In the Case a)c expenditures,, the

costs would probably be relatively small, since few:firms would likely take

advantage of these subsidies unless they were substantial. The specific

costs of expanded tax incentives are difficult to estimate, bowevei-,, because,

theilvould depend largely upon the number of additional:erriployers'clairning

child-care. tax benefit& The cost of a lowLinterest Inan program wpu1d

depend 'on the interest rate.charged, the cost of federal borrowing, and:'the

*me of loan's madeannually. A
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Encouraging Employment Changes Io Ist.ssen Reliance on Non-Family Care

Reliance on non-family care might be reduced in some cases if

employetl parents had greater flexibility in arranging their work schedules.

Increased availability of part -time work, flexible work hours, and job-

sharing might all lessen Ireliance on non-family care, including, in some

,cases, publicly supported care. For example, some parents of children in

elementary school might choose to, work about three-fOurths of full time if

given the option to do so, in order to be home to care for their children

during the after-school hours:

While many aspects of job flexibility could probably not be influenced

easily by a federal initiative, changes in federal tax law might have an

appreciable impact on the availability of part-time employment. Anecdotal

reports suggest that one barrier to-seeking part-time employmedt in some

cases is loss of valuable benefits, such as employer contributions to health

insurance and pension plans. Such 'employer contributions are currently

deductible frOrn an employer's taxable income, and deductibility could be

made contingent on offering a prorated benefit package, to part-time

employees. For example, deductibility could be made contingent on offering

all ernployees,,working at least 20 hours a week benefits comparable to those

of, full-time workers, With the employer's contribution proportional to hours

worked by each employee.

The net impact of such a change, however, is not clear. While some

employers might continue to permit workers to change to part-time status,
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OPTIONS FOR CARE OF itiE,DEPENDENT ELDERLY

Federal support for care for the moderately disabled elderly is now

provided on a limited basis, both ,through the traditional soda! service

prograrns and the ajor health care programs, Medicare and Medicaid 7/

Dependent care for theelderly as discussed here includes housqeeping and

homemaker services, home-delivered meals, respite care, and adult day4

care 8' Most but not all of such services are home-based. The term ;"home-

based care' as used here, however, should be broadly interpreted to refer toI
social services that help the elderly remain in theit'homes racer than being

inttitutionalized--including, in some cases, center-based services.

To mceoe from the very limited support of honle-bated care that. cur-

exists'at the federal level to a more comprehenite program could be

7. 4 Although care for the dependent elderly is podlitilly consi5lered a
sod service, it is also closely linked to home-health care sces
and a discussion of options for change needs to consid this
re ti ship. Home-based services and home-health tare probably
need to be coordinated to function as viable alternative to institu-
tional care, for example.

at

'S. Adult day care. may serve as a less expensive alternative to compre-
fiinsive companionship and homemaker services provided on an .

individual basis. The over 700 current adult day-care programs,
.provide a great variety of types of services and setting. Consequently,
the specific design of a federal program would determine its cost.

*



very costly--as much as $12 billion in 1984--if home-based,care was avail-

able and used by all moderately"4sabled individuals9/ While such an

amount would be only a smalfportion of the over $209 billion projected to

be spent by the federal government on the elderly in 1983, it nonetheless

would represent a large expansion of outlays during a period of cutbacks in

many discretidnary programs. although some reduction in federal

expenditures might be generaied by ieturning a portion of the

institutionalized rpulaticin to. their homes, overall federal costs would

increase substantially, since the persons served would include many who are

rirot now institutionalized. In addition, costs would riv considerably through

the 1980s, if the number of moderately disabled elderly without other

sources of support increases as expected.

Provisism, of some home-based services by the federal government

could be accomplished with varying degrees of cost. One option would be to

maintain the current level of expenditures, perhaps with changes in the

targeting of benefits. Alternatively, additional care could be financed by

reducing outlays in related health and social-service progiaMs for the

eglderl
Y

. Although direct provision of services without such offsets would

e

9. This estimate assumesWthat as many 'as 6 milibn elderly individuals
currerrilVnot. receiving federal suppori fdr home-health services could

be eligible at an avlipage cost of about $2,000 each. 'The $2,00Q esti-
.:-. ' pate is based on costs of 52 yisits from a home Health ailie. Visits

from nurses or therapists wotild be coniiderably more expensive, how-

ever. Moreover, delivery of meals andb additional visits by hone- .

health aides might also be needed to keep some individuals in their
0 homes. Alternative services uch as adult diiy care might also he,

funded, perhaps at slightly lot* per capita costs. ^A
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raise total federal' costs, they could he controlled by limiting eligibility or

restricting the benefit package. Finally, care for the dependent elderly

could be subsidized indirectly through the personal income tax system. Tax

benefits for such care would also be costly. in terms of lost revenues, but

would tend to limit the extent of direct federal involvement. Consequently,

four general approaches are discussed below:

Maintaining the current level of services;

Funding additional social services by reallocating federal
expenditures;

o Expanding the federal. role through direct provision of. services;
and

q.

o Expanding the federal role through tax benefits for caregivers.

Maintaining the Current Level of Services

In a period of budget austerity, the Congress may wish to maintain the

current level of federal commitmentor restrict it further.I.V Families

may be viewed as the more appropriate saurce of support, with the federal

government only protecting the elderly against acute health-care needs

(through Medicare) or institutional care for those who cannot afford it

(through Medicaid). Another reason to limit the federal role is that home-

based care is -now often provided informally by relatives and friends, and

increasingly the private sector is developing such services. In such 'a

setting, increased federal provision of services might raise the costs of such

10. The impact of P.L. 97-35 on Medicaid, and of P.L. 97-248 which added
hospice coverage under Medicare, may result in a gradual expansion in
this area without further Congressional acrOn. Since such a trend
cannot be predicted at this time, the discussion irr this section assumes
that, under current law, home-based care will remain a limited portion.
of Medicaid and Medicare expenditures.

rr
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care by establishing stringent reimbursement standards, which in turn could

affect choices in the private sector. Moreover, federal provision might

merely substitute for private support that would otherwise have occurred.

Home-based care services provided through Medicaid, Medicare, the

Human Services Block Grant (HSI)G), and the Older Americans Act could be

coordinated and limited to a more carefully defipeij subgroup of the elderly.

For example, if all aid were redirected into the 101edicaid program, care

would be targeted on those with low incomes. *Further, care could be

reserved for only those with the most severe handicaps, so that it 'vial% be

more likely to fuhction as a substitutelor institutional care.

Funding Additional Dependent Care By Reallocating
Federal Expenditures

Arguments for home-based care often are based on the fact that the

relative lack of federal support for such services compared to institutional

care maiy distort the choice of health care toward irvtitutionalization,

resulting in increased costs to the federal government over tine. Higher

expenses it the short run from providing more home-health benefits for the

elderly might be offset by lower future costs if fewer people entered

institutions. The prospect of these long-run savings underlies much of the

support for federal provision of home-based care.

To the extent that home-based and related services could prevent or

delay institutionalization for some persons, expanding them might preclude

the overbuilding of nursing homes that might be stimulated by increasesin
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the number of elderly. Since home-based care requires much less

capitalization, it could more readily be expanded or contracted in response

to changes in the demand for services.

If provision of home-based care was combined with careful assessment

of persons in institutions to return some patients to their homes, care at

lower cost might be provided for some who currently are given institutional

support through Medicaid .41.1 Moreover, since the elderly generally wish to

remain in their homes if tare is available there, home-based care may also

be preferable from their point of view.

One alternative for expanding care to the dependent elderly while

limiting federal costs would be to require that any additional commitment

to the elderly be fucded by shifting resources from other health and social-
,Service programs for the elderly. Funding could be cut for those social

services from which fewer people are likely to benefit in the 1980s. For

example, Title III of the Older Americans Act could concentrate on home-

delivered rather than congregate meals. Resources could be moved away

from general programs for the elderly, since this group as a whole is likely

to be relatively better off.'in the 1980s, and into adult day care and home-

based services, for example. The limited size of these programs would

restrict the amount available for care to the dependent elderly, however.

11. The extent of such savings, remains open to debate. , A good discussion
of the often-conflicting evidence is available in Health Care Financing
Administration, Long Term Care: Background and Future Directions,
Office of Policy Analysis (January 1981).
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Funds, for dependent ca're for the elderly could also be obtained':

through reducing coverage under Medicare or Medicaid. If the new benefits

were provided under Medicare, however, it would be difficult to limit

servioes, 'sincet tkar. ,prograin covers t ver 29 million aged and disabled
9

,

" persons.' If Medicaid was used instead,even a federal commitment of only
° `, . 1 .-

$1: biilion forviepoodet careiSor exatle, would displace about 12 percent,

of the medirial tervices: eXpected to be provided to the elderly Under this

program in fiscal itfa?
1 '

Expanding the Federal Role ThrciuRh.Direc Ptovision
.of Services to the Dependent Elderly ,

so Tile Congress rfiigh:t: wish" to consider -options, for expanding federal

paitkipatiin in pi§ area witho6i requiring t-ductions' in other he4Lth and

s ,

social-service programs. M discussed aboVe; such'a -program, could 'cost as

Much as $12 illron in 1984, but it could be designed to limit participation or

level of expenditures' heCessary: to pro'vlde home-based

es to' thefelderly would largely' depend. UPOnfOu ;factors:

w meilial eligibility would be deter

Whether participation would be, litni by additiPhallcriteria stfchl, r` 6
as level of Income;

. :

Whether partleiparits, woukl be r uited'tO'co4;ibUte to costs, and

What mix of ealth-ind vices 4.)oUli1 beIncludei

To put this amount in
introduced through ,M'id
tielat benefit alone wo91d,

such a $12 billion 1 program
nanced by a mandatory premitim,
es'-about $37 per month in',1984.'s:; .
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betermining Medical Eligibility. *Perhaps the greatest problem in con-

ning costs home-based care stems from the difficulty of determining

t should receive- such services. Provision of home-based care by the
.0JAjeaTat government co_ uld'ilead almost immediately to a large increase in the

-'number of elderly PerSons served by health and social-service programs un-
7 ', .

.

less. restrictions were placed on participation._
: .s.

One approach WciPld be to limit eligibility to persons who are currently

rr Anstitiltiona Stich a restriction would enhance the potential for cost

Vwigs rough substitution of home-based services for institutional care.,
The, to ment. might prove, however, to be less restrictive in practice

ially appears. If institutional beds freed by such a program were

tely filled,by other physically impaired elderly persons, the numbers

-based care recipients would rise over time with no corresponding

sein the institutionalized population--at least until all those seeking

were being served.

Incogie resting ani.Other. Restrictions on Participation. Eligibility for

home-based care services could also be limited to persons.in financial neecog'
? :

.,

for whornothe tost of home-based care would be less than the cost of instiiu-

tionalization.-, For example, less than 16 percent of all the elderlyo

incomes below tfie poverty line in 1981, so restricting aid to this .groii

would limit the costs substantially, even if a greater than proportional share
st..

of the hi4nebound elderly are poor.
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One way to achieve such a restriction would be to provide home-based

care, services through Medicaid. Indeed, some of the necessary legislation is

already'implace. P.1.. 97-35 allows states to apply for waivers to provide

hom&based care, but requires that such endeavors be limited to the number

who could be served by ihstitutions. Just over one-fourth of the states have

been granted, such waivers, but additional effort might. be needed to

encourage expansion in this area.

Cost-sharing by Patients. Requiring recipients of home-based care to

share in the costs of services could help to limit participation and thus hold

down total expenditures. Since many elderly persons may have private

sources of such supportfrom relatives, for example--they would be less

likely to seek federal help if they were charged a percentage of the costs of

that -aid. A cost-sharing requirement would probably be particularly

impatant- for a program that made services available to all physically

impaired elderly. If services were restricted to low-incoMe persons, the

levee.irf cost-sharing might have to be limited in order for anyone to be able

to afford to participate. The cost:of this type of program would depend

both on the amount of cost-sharing required and on the extent to which

participation would be lower in response to the cost-sharing.

The Mix of Services to Be Provided. Under the current system of *4,

home-based care, an elderly person in a particular state might, for example,

receive only meal services; even if physical limitations prexented that per-

son from perforinin'g other household chores. Such .a partial approach may
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fail over time to avoid the 'institutionalization of many disabled elderly.

Thus, while only partial aid- may be less expensive, it may also be unable to

serve as a viable alternative to institutional care.

Not all services would have to be provided on an individual basis in the

home, however. To the extent that an individual remained somewhat

ambulatory, daytime supervision in a group settingadult day care.:-might

constitute a viable and lessexpensive option. Little information is available

on the costs or types of. persons now being served by adult day-care centers,

however.

Expanding the Federal Role Through Tax Benefits for Caregivers

Another broad approach for increasing the federal role in home-based

social services would be to leave responsibility with families of the elderly,

'while providing additional subsidies' for such care through the personal

income tax system. Specific options include deductions or credits based on

a proportion of expenses incurred for care, or personal exemptions for

families providing care to an elderly relative.

The effectivenew of any tax benefit would depend on the extent to

which families would be induced to plxvide additional support to their

relativesthat is, over and above what the now provide. Would 'partial

compensation from the government--through riliticed tax liabilitiescause
persons to aid their elderly relatives more? The strength of family ties is
likely .to be a more important determinant of such aid. Since the aged
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currently have considerable contact with relatives, especially their children,

the tax benefit might compensate primarily those individuals who are

already providing care rather than increase the participation of other rela-

tives. Such 4-tax benefit might still be desirable, however, if it extended

the amount, of care Or the period over which relatives were able to provide

support to home end elderly.

In addition? tax benefits for relatives who provide home-care services

would vary considerably, ''depending on the specific provisions. If only

urchasedur care was covered, the tax benefits would tend to be restricted to

families at higher income levels. Moreover, depending on the form of tax

relief, the incentives to participate could .vary more with the income level

of the providing family than with the needs of the elderly recipient of the

' services.

Deductions or Credits. Allowing cieductions from taxable income or a

credit against taxes for aid proyided to an elderly relative would be one

means of encouraging additional. care. The value of deductions to taxpayers

would increase with incomethe higher 'the tax braCket, the ,greater the

value of the deduction. Credits, on the other hand, would provide equal

reductions in'taxes.to all taxpayers making the same contributions to-their !'
elderly relatives ,regardless of income,':. Low-incorrie families whose tax'

liabilities were below the level of a nonrefundable credit would, however,

receive only reduced benefits or none, at all. Refundable tax credits could

extend the aid to low-income families, but only to the extent thaC they filed

for the credit.
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A tax dedltction or credit for providing.dependent care would probably

have to. be available to relatives living in different householdsotherwise,

benefits would be restricted to a very small percentage of families.

Household aid of this sort, would be difficult to verify, however, particularly

since aid received is not considered income to the recipients for income tax

purposes and is only subject to a gift tax when an individual receives more

than $10,000 from one i dividual in one year.
4

To improve verifiability, the deduction or credit could be restricted to

the purchase 'of home-care services for relatives-- private nursing visits, for

examplesince there would be formal records for verifying the tax credit.
a

This approach would discourage relatives from peoviding ser'vices

themselves, however. Further, families with low incomes might not be able

to purchase,. care if partial reimbursement was proVided through the tax

system.

Exemptions for Dependents. Another alternative would be to allow

persons to treat the supported relative outside the home as a dependent,

.claiming a personal exemption if a f,iven number of .hours of are was

provided or a nanimumexpenditure was madeJ2 /' This would avoid the

problem of placirig a dollar value on time spent, in caring for an elderly

relative. On thefbther' hand, such an exemption would be worth more to

higher-intome families than-to those with low incomes, since exemptions

reduce taxable.incorne, and verifying the hours of care would be difficult.
4\

13. This option is already available for persons
one-half of the support of the relative. H6
not currently available for those who provide
services.

e more than .

benefit is
rn of direct

'OS
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APPENDIX A. METHOD OF 'F-STIMATINGi THE PROPORTION OF
CHILDREN LIVING IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF
HOUSEHOWS IN 1990 ,

The projections in this study of the living arrangments-4,4 children in
- ,

19902,that is, of the proportion s living with ,,both parents,'with mother only,

with father onli, and with neither parentAihould be considered only rough

'"estimates. They were derived by a method that hinges on a possibly

questionable assumption; moreover, the trends on which they are based have

been somewhat erratic over the past seven years.
.

CB() was able to locate one relevant projection by demographers, but

that projection (see Table A-1) considered, all children under 18 as a group. ".

-Accordingly, the following method was deviied to combine the projections in

Table A-1 with projections by. the Bureau of the Census of the age

distribution in 1990' Table 1) to estimate the proportion of children under

the age of 6 and between the ages of 6 and 9 in each household type.

The first, step in tKe prOCedure was to calculate:from Table A-1 the_
40,

extent to which RitOjectecl 1'980-to-1990.trends among all children under age

18 are expected to differ, Ironi comparable 1970-to-1980 trends. For

example, Table A-1 projectsIthar the proportiim of children in mother-only

Hbuseholds yin continue tq grew ,during the -1980s,. but at a slower rate than

during 'the 1970s. .Fora each hodsehold type-in Table A-1, a factoi was
,

.4
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mated that generated the, difference between the 19767i;-....1-980 and the

1980-to-1990 trends.

TABLE A-1. LIVING ARRANGEMENTS OF CHILDREN UNDER AGE :1.8;
1970, 1980, AND PROJECTIONS FOR '1990 (Pertent
distribution)

;Living Arrangement

Total Number (in thou!sands)

LiVing with Two Parent's'
..

Living with One Parent

With .mother only
With father only

Living with Neither Parent

''
Actual 'PrO ected

1970 1980 1990

69,162 ;62,064 , 64,322

81.2 76.6 '71.0
... .

011.9 .. 19.7 25.0
!

10.8 18.0' .. e 23:6,
'1.1 1.7. '2.0

2.9 - '3.i . ,.5:p
r

SOURCES: Figures for 1970 are from the U.S. Bureau of the Censu%
Marital Status 'and Living Arrangements:. March. 1980, Series
P-20, no. 365, (October 1980? Figures- for. 1980 are.frorn the
U.S, Bureau of the. Censits, `Characteristics of '4rnerican
Children and Youth: 1980, Series P-23, no. .114 (January
1982). Projections for 1990 are from Pad Glick,'
"Children ot DivorCe in. Demographic Perspettive," lournal of
Social Msues, vol. 35, no. 4 (1979).

As a second step, tabulations ..were obtained from the decennial'

censuses showing the proportion of children under age 6 and the proportion

'age 6 through 9 living in each household type in' both 1970 and 1980. Ftir

...each age group and household type, the 1970-to-1980 trend was projected

1990 to give a filst estimate of the proPotions of _children in each type

household in 1990.
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As a final step, the initial estimates of proportions in 1990 obtained in

the second step were revised by applying to the projected I980"-to-1990

trend in each household type the factors derived for each househOd..type In

Step I.

The effect of this method can be illustrated by considering a single

household type. The proportion of children in singl parent families has

been growing in all three age groups consider

birth to 18. The proportion differs from age

, 6 to 10, and
.

1,,,hawever, as

This method main-does the rate at which the proportion has ben gr

rains those differences, but it assumes that those differing rates of increase

wiS1411 slow by comparable amounts betwe n 1980 and 199.0.1/

..e

, .

.c;, -To the extent that this assumptiorj is iniorrect, the projFtions used

here will ben error. it is very unlifely, however, that they would be

sugiciently in error to change any o the conclusions discussed in this

memorandum.,

I. What is meant in mathematical terms by saying that the differing
rates of growth were reduced by "comparable" amounts? The method
began by normalizing the proportions (using a logit transformation).
Table A-1 was used teblitain die arithmetic difference between a
linear extrapolation to 1990 of the transformed proportions and the
projected proportions, separately for each household type. These
differences were then subtracted from linear extrapolations of the
comparable proportions among the smaller age groups, also in
transformed, form. Reversing the transformations then yielded the
projections used in Table 2.

Linear*extr'apolation of the transformed proportions would mean that
the odds of being in a given household type would increase 'by the'same
ratio from 1980 to 1990 as from 1970 to 1980. Applying the correction
factor described above changes that, ratio by a multiplicative factor
that is the same for all age groups but different for each household.
type.
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The sellnd source of potential error in these rojections is that the

increase in the proportion of children living in mother-only households has

been erratic in recent Ars, particularly In the under-6 4ge group. The

more
t :erratic

the trends, if more uncertain are any projections, because
cle

there can be substantial disagreement about the "true" trend thateunderlies

the erratic hisTorical pattern.

a

4.;

M.
For example, between 1970 ar11,1980, the proportion of children living

2*,

in mother-only households grew from under 10 percent to hbout 15 percent.
...

This increase, however, occurred between 1970140'1975, and the proportion

remained nearly consilltfrnmf.75 to 1980. In the law years the trend

has again turned upward, and in 1982 it reached an adjusted vel of about
v. ,.

17 percent?/
ei%

In Table 2 "the body of this repOrt, the proportion of children under

age 6 living in mother-only households i% projected'to rise to 19 percent by

1990, from 15 perct in 1980,4iThe estimate: of 19 percent could be

criticized as either too high or too low on the basis of the erratic vtrend just

described. For example, one might infer from the lack of increase from

1975 to 1980 that the growth in this proportion has largely ended and that

the increase over the past few 'years is likely to be an isolated event. In

4hat case, one might not anticipate continued growth fronillhe current 17

21's The proportion' that will be reported in forthcoming Census publica-
tionstions is 19 percent. Part of the increase, however, reflects a change
in CPS questions that was described in Part 1. If the effects of the
Change in questions is removed to make the number comparable to
those reported in earlier years, the resulting. adjusted, proportion is
roughll 17 percent.
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k
percent to the projected level of 19 per;cent. Altei.natively, one could . 4t7'

emphasize the rapid change that occurred between 1980 and 1982 and argue

that since the proportion has grown in two years by half the amount
4-

projected for the entire decade, the projected level of 19 percent in 1990 is

too low.

a

V.

ram
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF CONQRESSiAN
DAN MARRIOTTi .

This port should be a valuable tool as we look to the future and
plan fo the care of the very young and the very old. There are, how-
ever, several caveats that should be added to this well-researched
report.

.Caution must be used in interpreting the data presented in this re-
port. The statistics presented here are projections based on 1980 data
regarding single-parent families and women in the workplace. The
1970's enccinpassed a time of dramatic economic and social changes,
and it is thi decade from whicji the data for this report are taken.
Most notable of these changes were the women's movement and the
harshest inc ease in inflation in the recent history of our nation. Es-
tablished values surrounding the family were challenged. Many of our
nation's families moved from depressed industrial areas to seek em-
ployment in other industries and left behind extended family supports.
Teehnological progress changed skill requirements and decreased the
previous availability of labor-intensive employment.

It is not clear, that such changes will accelerate or even continue.
During the past few years, the marriage rate has increased, and the
most recent data from the Bureau of the Census show that the divorce
rate is ecreasing. Should these trends continue, the projections and
subsequent impact on the young and elderly could be substantially
altered.

Also, it is promising to note that "fathers are increasing their in-
volvement in family life perhaps across all sub-cultures and social
classes and these trends are long term, likely to continue," according
to the testimony of Dr. Michael W. Yogman (Associate Chief, Divi-
sion of Child Development, Children's Hospital, Harvard Medical
School) before our committee. He continued that ". . men are also
seeking increased emotional closeness with their infants as a part of a

"mens movement toward fuller personhood and a reaction against the
alienation and burnout of the purely instrumental role of family pro-
vider . . . The net effect is that children toady receive mokel, of their
father's time than in our recent past."

Further testimony to the committee from. Dr. Michael-4.41,Tb (Au-
,* thor and Professor of Psychology, Psychiatry, and Pediatrics at the

University of Utah) indicates that, "Fathers are relatively more in-
volved when mothers are employed and when children are older . . .

that children do best when parents are able to divide childcare respon-
sibilities in accordance with their values, their preferences, and socio-
economic circumstances, rather than in conformity with societal dic-
tates which *ow them no choice. In other words, families need op-
tions, not mandates . . ."

(79)
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in a recent poll of women ages 21 to 35 by Parents magazine,
60 pe of the women regarded their family life as their greatest
accomplishment. When asked to choose which is more impotent to
them, being a wife and mother or work outside their home( only 18
percent chose work.

Clearly, more and morelPeomen are currently in the work force and
we must continue to accommodate the needs of those more directly
effected by this phenomenon. Not knowing the preference of the vast
majority of women and their families, any discussion of dependent
care issues must give equal consideration and support to those families
who forego additional sinew& for more personalized care of their
4pendents. *

I e primary function of the family is care-giver to its members.
The federal government isoot an alipropriate substitute for these
functions. This brings us to another unpRitant consideration ,F4ien
readingthis report. The question is simply, "What is the approprfate
ole ofmthe federal government in the family?" Even if the federal

,`government could afford to take over the care of all dependents, young
. and old, no one, including the federal government, can usurp what is

essentially the family,:s function. No one, be it a day care center or
an after school progi'llm, can do as good a job caring for children as
most families. The sae can be said for the elderly. While both young
and old mayiave unique medical problems that often cannot be taken
care of *their families, the family is clearly involved and being with
or near t e family is a critical ingredient..to better health.

All of 'us, whether young or old, would prefer to be cared for in
Itour homes or in a homelike setting. For children this means being'
able to be cared for in their awn homes or in a home day care setting,
rather than a large and possibly impersonal day care center. It is not

cal surprising that parents prefer to have their children cared for in a
homelike environment. Surveys tell 'us that working mothers actu-
ally prefer to have their children cared for by relatives in their homes.

Finally, in his book, "DaySare,__S,cientific and Social Policy
Issues,", Dr. Edward Zigler states, "private industry holds the great-
est potential for child care improvement:" And Dr. Michael Yogman
has testified to our committee that; "employment policies and work
schedules probably, have the most powerful influence of,all on father's
role with children and yoUth and the influence is not a supportive
one." I am sure the same applies to working mothers.

This evidence clearly indicates thq the nation's usinesses and em-
ployers must own up to their role in supporting a wide variety of
child care prograins'foe their employees. Employer participation in
child care is assisted by, the federal government through the tax code ;

more could be done to encourage employment changes that might sig-
nificantly lessen 'the need for dependence on non-family care.

We are all :pare of the dramatic changes that 'familiestave weath-
ered during the past fifteen years. It is not likely that we will return
to the family structure once considered a universal part of our society.
But, I believe the government ivorks best when it ens,iourages people
to do as much as they can for themselves. In discussing dependent
care for the elderly the CEO report notes that, ". . . federal support
of dependent-care services for them might inadvertently create uncle-
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sired incentives for AI elderly to alter their living arrangements to
substitute ublicly flighted care for, care by. relatives." We should ,

evaluate options endNurrent policies, whether they:involve dirOict
expendit or tits expenditures. Ill-conceis7ed la,Ws and programs in
these are ''' I , even with ibe best intentiong, fOSter an unneeded de-

IF' pendency a 1 r'' erally-funded care, On the otheehand, well conceived
. ION 'and p -: s can serve to enhance lull fariilies, strengthen the

family unit nsure that all,memburs, young or old, reeeive, the
best; poss the most supportive place yet discovered; their .
family. -

);1444' RRIOT:r :
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numerous: fuetkre, discussions about child care,ftinding, theAttes-
tion is certain., to he asked .often can . we poss11241,aff0r4.
futtd the day :care needs of such a latge number of.A'trierie.a's` chliA,
dren.?.And as often .as4hat.,question is ,asked, it is equally, certain
beansea:tred' with anoth'er. question : can we afford not toqn,IR
.their cite?" BuCbeforb- proceedi g witri the `question

.; funding; .Nte wouldlike..to%addres the ()Atriittee with 'vhat.::We..:h02!
a bior question, and.. that HoW,tdoeS:.day cafe',.afr On

childten ;- . ;

4 v- loolOor a moment at The ubjee#of our dill
eliildren. Wilfrit..we talk about the Corilv tati4-,oflts of eeff.Fiiii...'''ii.hi't,...

I ''fants;. loddler.Land pin-school ;.0iildreii We 'du tt..-114Y .kO.'fifii'get '.

ot.,
that, we are t'i,Iliing abot children whet,-;

, . . .
'-eit fei:C., their

-f-rnothers 'mid cared...tor pm arily by strangtrs front+
. . ,

14enio 1

of t it lives.. 0' rit'"dicitsston. lg. based on., ikte inip Ssurrif oaf.,
that to mother.iiih0.ip.terchaittgeable part iiiihe luta . 's 1i e; inply4 i'ancielirrakihdi of "car&giv.ey". We are assitiniliethakt.4.chil "'`u rite,:

-AI tonal 'tleveItipnient tind%4itti Iiiy 1. ill. not ';be. serioUSky'''",tiffe ''''' i4 by
k. seilly4tion 'fYhin-his niotli4 foil tlielAT.eatef.0".0 higt0iiiig hours

tiein 'fft.e. first /six years of.tiis- liife,,..W.eare..*V'ePtin ..thQ.'prcepysit ion
.&. that the Child. cannotitell,life...dfOrenee,,betWeen 1 ita Ottre for
iT him it of loild'i:apAttios..c49.113,.sare for hiln be.cau ..alp tard to

P A s that if he,.caii411;41e..44ifferencehe:,iliies no are. ?~;one of
these, ea -agiwitsy to acceift..N67-.;'

. v.. .': . - .., .. ..rt-.,''::';'..
:.''...0ei ,Itovill.heiRlInied that experts Iirrive,s1164,Vttr,0tepropitiort of the
t motler-infani Bond 10111'.'not Cause ,Seri6 loiermanent .141.191 Jto chil-

firen '.-But for as many its we nd on one ,,s.ide,-,pf this
ei : tefqme on it .*iii .be..poss to fin ,otlters,,.;Ni^ .c),..aw!;t7.t:tio,4:5 ,site.1. ..

' I stotamine tfor a ritent'''' e. opieriiiilii-plOltue4d- experts ?'

1`. ..§%1Who not she early interruption4dSladirae5S tothe child, Dt. Mary
iffin, ho testified at pin. October kear.ittg, "Teenag0§.11% Crisis," is

7.Mediral4pire6tor. of thEnrene Jo.s'seqtiOlinic bi.Sqrt.14eld, Illinois.
'and author of the. disturbing.book o tee.i4suieide,,`"',,Cty For Help."

;eft yllOrsrDr:-..{74iffih has .stih d bilen etnically involved
ng it *SctInt iptt.,.;.for'' the .`isiiiii )idemic". which has spread

teenIA itOthe'.411st -d6..ade: iii he stimony,-'she described one
he primary ftudfri.gs.other ;research : -'' . As we explored th lives of the children tkv,h(i killed them-

;.. .. ...,

elvq, W4e were struck by the frequent interruptions bIttween
.- le caret, °r- parent and the infant in thei."first t months.
:1Recurre , both fird'm our p icideti tieconstri, ctions and
f f the popular proies. al literature, we read and

h d the detailsI.' erruptions arid unpredictabilities be-
.., t ell, the .irlrfaht a I his nuctuiing adult, with and from

a .f ft ..W tom he mu. -elop'a basic ssnse of trust and acceptance.I ([12 )

v
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1)r. Giffin further shared with us her conviction that the tendency
of the 1980's has been to ignore, a very basic fact of human nature,
"that children were meant to be raised by taco loving adults" and that
the results of this oversight have been bad for, children. "Infantg;1!.
she explained, "and therefore, children and adolescents, are an eridang-
ered. species, subjected to the destructive forces of current valuesand
narcissistic goals."

Dr. Giffin is not alone in her analysis of the dangers of ignoring the
importance of the child-parent bOnd. Psychiatrist Selma Fraiberg
brought her extensive professional experience to bear in documenting
and affirming the .irreplaceable role of mothers in providing con-
tinuous loving. care for their children jn the crucial early years, and
in showing the terrible psychic damage done to children who suffer
.deprivation of mothering. In her book, "Every Child's Birthright: In
Defense Of Mothering," Fraiberg addressed the very question Which
we now ask the Seleet Committee to 'address:

What of the babies and small .children who are caught in
this upheaval'? Babies have not changed their nature in the
course of human history. They have not been liberated by the
changing -family styleA of the past decades. They have not
caught up with the news that they are enslaving. their mothers
and caus'ng domestic upheavals by the accident of their
irth. An 1 while we have been professing that it doesn't make

1 a 'v diff ence who feeds, bathes, diapers, holds, and plays
gam .s with them, they don't believe it. It has taken, millions
of research dollars to find out what anybody's grandmother
knew 50 years ago. Babies know their parents and prefer them.
to other people as early as the first few weeks of life.

Centuries afro, io, Augustine of Hippo claimed that if he could have
the guidance of a child for the firs seven years of his life, he could be
certain of that child's future. Certainly he was expressing a truth of
human nature with which few would argue. Those who control the
first few years of a child's life will have the greatest opportunity, for
influence over him. A s the twig is bent, so grows the tree. With these
considerations in. mind, the question continues to haunt us : When the
majority- of America's children are brought up in child care centers,
who will be bending the twig? Who will be teaching them the virues
by which they will live their adult lives? Who will form their char-
acters? We find this a very distnibing question ; disturbing because it

. is difficult not to. answer that the "professional caregivers," not the
parents, will then be in the position which Augustine claimed was
most powe.rful. And, quite frankly, we believe that position is too im-
portant to be left to professionals?

By presenting these thoughts for the consideration of the Commit'
tee; we do not intend to say ,that the government assistance for child
care ought to be excluded. Clearly, it canna be excluded because, al-
though it is,not a perfect solution to our problems, it does offer anee-
essary measure of relief to many persons in great need. Quite simply,
we are expressing our inability to be sanguine about a soliitjon. for the
children of others which we wonld not want to choosellil'r our own
children. Further, we are pointing out that we believ4an injustice is
done to both children and parents when we omit: ilikussion of the
drawbacks of profeSsional child care, when we encirage those who

.0,
.
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do not of totely need professional child care to seek it (as is done
. 4* with the current Child care credit available to persons of all income

levels), and especially, when we offer assistance to parents only when
.,, they dial& to place their children 41. professional care.

E- nding for a moment on ithie: third point, let us 'consider the
situa on of a low-income family of our, with two parents and two
pre-school children, scraping along t gether on the husband's earnings
alone. The wife has made the decisi not to seek einployment outside
the home, or perhaps she has quit I r joh,..becanse she believes that
the most important thing she can ive liftliailren during these
crucial years is herself. In order to .this liestiridhet husband are
willing to make plenty of sacrifices. As far. as. they are concerned,
the sacrifices will be worthitbecadse heir children are worth it.

What °,ill the Federal Govirrunen do for this family ? little;Very little'.
if the 'wife continues to .insist upon aising hef own children. ifoF-
ever, if she will only giye up her g , get a job; and leave her children
in the care of someone else for 4 lours a week, she will have nottnly
the advantage of the addition income, but also a subsidy from the .'
government worth somewhere in the neighborhood of $960.pei year. ..',

This situation seems very unfairAndeed, any proposal.which of-
fersassistance to. parents. and children in need only if the decision is
made'to place the children in professional care seems both unjust and,
as a matter of federal policy, very unwise. Certainly, we ought to be
able .to devise. methods of assistance less coercivelhanqhese, by which
WO might both idd the families and allow them the,freedomOf choice
which is theirs by right. .

Finally, it may be argued that our concern with all the "qualita-
tive aspects of child care is inappropriate at this time, as this report,
compiled by the Congressional Budget Office, is intended primarily
to address the quantitative aspects of the issue of dependent care fund-'
ing.. If we have unnecessarily "jumped the gun," we apologize. How-
ever, we believe that we are Justifiably concerned that the first report
issued by our Committee on this subject deals with the budget and fund-
ing issues rather than with the more substantive issues involved. It
hardly need be said that there are many things more important than
Money. If.We need to spend more money, or just more government
money, on child care, then we-are ready to spend it. Bpt first we should

. ask: what kind of cave is better for our children ? And only after we
ir. h e 'an answer to that .question should we consider what type of

0017
ey nment effortk are..necessary to promote that superior care. ,

;1'. ..
*4 THOMAS J. BLILEY, Jr.
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